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Abstract
The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has been detrimental for both the health and the
economy of Montanans and the entire globe. Many of Montana businesses, especially the travel-related
businesses, were shut down from mid-March to the end of May. All non-essential travel stopped. The
impact on businesses was felt statewide. This report focuses on the open-ended responses within the
third round of business surveys conducted by the Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research (ITRR)
at the University of Montana. The survey was conducted in the height of Montana’s shut-down to
capture the thoughts and concerns of business owners in the travel industry. Of the 440 survey
respondents, the majority say this will be a long, slow recovery and nearly half of the businesses say
they cannot last over 6 months if this continues. Cutting costs, cutting hours and laying off employees
was the current response to staying afloat. As businesses think about re-opening, it is all about keeping
employees and customers safe by adopting new cleaning practices and adjusting how their business
operates.
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Introduction

The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has been detrimental to both American lives and the
economy. At the point of this writing (May 19, 2020) the novel coronavirus has killed over 91,000 people
in the United States, and infected a reported 1.5 million (CDC, 2020). In the state of Montana, there
have been 468 confirmed cases and 16 deaths. Montana has one of the lowest case rates in the country
and is one of the few states where the rate of new cases is flat or declining. In addition, Governor Steve
Bullock says Montana has the ability to test anyone showing COVID-19 symptoms and has the capacity
to treat those with symptoms (NPR, 2020).
On April 22nd, Governor Bullock announced a phased reopening for the state. Phase one of
reopening outlined a plan for opening churches, businesses, and schools in Montana. A 14-day
quarantine for out-of-state visitors has remained in place. According to the state of Montana, this
quarantine will extend until, “the end of the emergency” (State of MT Travel Alerts, 2020). According to
the mandate, the 14-day quarantine is enforceable by the Attorney General, a county attorney, or other
local authorities under the direction of the county attorney (Office of the Governor, 2020).
Concerns related to this 14-day quarantine in relation of Montana’s summer tourist season have
been expressed by many business owners across the state who rely on out-of-state visitors for much of
their income. As many as 12.6 million nonresidents visited Montana in 2019, with a combined economic
impact of $5.4 billion (ITRR, 2020). The Montana Office of Tourism recently released a video with a
message to out-of-state visitors stating that Montana is “worth the wait.” Montana Department of
Commerce director Tara Rice said, “Now is not the time to welcome visitors back to Montana, but when
the time is right we want visitors to keep us in mind.” (Missoulian, 2020).

Purpose
The purpose of this report was to analyze and synthesize open ended responses written by
tourism-related business owners and managers on the third in a series of COVID-19 surveys as it
pertains to Montana.

Methods
The Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research (ITRR) at the University of Montana emailed a
survey link to tourism-related business owners around Montana as well as to Montana business owners
who are members of associations, chambers of commerce, and convention and visitor bureaus. To date,
three separate rounds of the COVID-19 business surveys have been conducted. The first one captured
data from March 11th through March 13th. The second survey captured data from March 25th through
March 27th.
This report is based on comments from the third round of surveys that captured data from May
th
6 through May 8th and represents a sample of 440 Montana tourism-related business owners/
managers. Of the 440 respondents to the quantitative portion of the survey, between 74 to 323
respondents provided comments on each open-ended question. There were 304 who commented on
the future recovery period of the tourism industry; 316 answered as to how their business is enduring
being open during this pandemic; 195 answered when asked about financial aid they have received; 158
responded to gaps in aid; 74 noted why they did not receive aid; 323 answered when asked how tourism
marketing could help their business; and finally, there were 211 open-ended comments.
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The full survey received responses from all but 14 Montana counties: Blaine, Daniels, Golden
Valley, Judith Basin, Liberty, Madison, Petroleum, Pondera, Richland, Sheridan, Stillwater, Treasure,
Wheatland, and Wibaux. These counties represent 5.4% of Montana’s population.
The data were analyzed using the qualitative data analysis software program, NVivo, as well as
excel worksheets. Data is presented as a descriptive analysis, finding themes that emerged from the
data.
As this is the third COVID-19 impact survey to be conducted by ITRR, the following links provide
results for all the surveys conducted to date:
•
•
•

Combined quantitative results conducted for both surveys March 11-13 and March 25-27:
https://bit.ly/39zEFVT.
Open-ended Qualitative results for the second survey conducted March 25-27:
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/itrr_pubs/406/
Quantitative results for the third survey conducted May 6-8: https://bit.ly/MTBizR3

Results
Results for this study are reported by the respondents’ primary business association to the
tourism industry and were categorized into four types: accommodations (N=197), outfitters/guides
(N=89); tourism services (N=89), and; tourism support services (N=65). The following are the openended questions asked from each sector of the tourism industry:
1. If there is a long, slow recovery, how are you preparing or adjusting your business to endure
that gradual recovery?
2. What other ways is your business dealing with being open during this pandemic?
3. If you received government aid because of COVID-19, please comment on the usefulness of
what you have received.
a. Please comment on gaps in aid that would help you now (i.e. what has fallen through
the cracks)?
4. Do you know why you did not receive any aid? Please explain.
5. Please comment on how you think your local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations
could help you moving forward.
6. Please add any additional comments about the tourism and recreation industry as it relates to
your business and COVID-19 that you would like to share.

Accommodations
The category “Accommodations” consists of hotel/motel, bed & breakfast, rental
homes/cabins/condos, campgrounds, and guest ranches (see Appendix A or all accommodation
responses). There was a total of 197 respondents in this category, many of whom provided open-ended
comments. The comments were categorized or coded according to themes identified. Some comments
contained multiple themes and were coded multiple times, thus the following percentages will not equal
100.
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Accommodations- Preparing/Adjusting their business for a long, slow recovery

Five top themes related to the questions on preparing/adjusting for a long slow, recovery
emerged from those in the Accommodations sector. Sixty-eight percent or 134 respondents answered
this question. The five themes and their percent coverage in the comments are below with an example
quote for each theme.
• Theme 1 - Not hiring/reducing employees (28%): We have prepared ourselves for management
assuming more responsibilities. The sad truth is we will not be able to employ our full staff as we
have in years past. This is not a simple recovery, it's a very slow, deliberate, and painful one.
• Theme 2 - Cutting spending (22%): Praying. Cut costs everywhere, working hours ourselves,
applied for PPP loan, working brand to promote hotel.
• Theme 3 - Applying for grants/relief funding (22%): We applied for both federal and state
assistance loans/grants through the SBA but haven't received word back from either entity.
Losing hope fast.
• Theme 4 - Living day-to-day/waiting to see what happens (22%): It is out of my control.
• Theme 5 - Keeping business the same (13%): By keeping our standard policies in place to be
able to maintain. Our cleaning / sanitizing practices have always been stringent so because of
Covid-19 we have had to change very little in that sense...more gloves and face coverings
though.

Accommodations- The ways in which businesses are dealing with being open during pandemic
There were 115 business owners in the Accommodations sector who replied to the question on
how they were dealing with being open during the pandemic. The five themes and an example within
each theme are presented below.
•

•

•

•

Theme 1 - Extra cleaning/ changing business practices (72%): Enhanced cleaning techniques;
Providing additional PPE for employees, changing check-in practices, "resting" rooms between
stays and before staff enter to clean, new safety protocol for staff entering rooms, handling
linens, etc.
Theme 2 - Waiting to open (10%): Late opening for the season. Returning all deposits for
cancellations due to Covid. Sent letters to all guests with reservations to update them on
Montana policies and get feedback about their plans. Will not have an open office and only
service cabins every three days instead of daily.
Theme 3 - No bookings or business (8%): I have one housekeeper. She is dependent on my
Business to supplement her Social Security. Most of my guests require airline transportation.
The way COVID-19 has affected the airlines I seriously doubt if my business will see any
customers the rest of the summer. Rentals in the fall and winter are very sparse normally. I
don’t foresee any business this winter unless it’s locals.
Theme 4 - Going into debt (3%): Ours is a unique situation. Small town extended stay motel of 8
units catering to out-of-state visitors primarily. Summer work will need to be done by
owner/operator this year maintenance contracted. No business since December 2019.
Cancellations of traditional April guests. Can hold out 3 months, then Line of Credit... then
retirement savings. As long as quarantine is in place for out of state visitors, I'm screwed.
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•

Theme 5 - Experimenting with new advertising (2%): Just trying to find new ways via social
media etc. to try to get some customers back in the doors.

Accommodations- Usefulness of Financial Aid Received
When asked about financial aid received, 81 respondents answered within three common
themes. Example quotes are listed below.
•
•

•

Theme 1 – Applied for aid and received it (77%): It has been great for us. Our company
received some payroll assistance that allowed us to bring back our staff.
Theme 2 – Aid was helpful (32%): We received both an SBA $10,000 grant and a PPP loan.
While both are very helpful and appreciated, they won't go far. Also, with the parameters set on
the PPP funds as to what/how/when they can be used, we are uncertain we'll receive 100%
forgiveness.
Theme 3 – Not enough money (23%): The PPL program has very limited utility for those of us
who are entirely seasonal in nature. Too much emphasis is on covering payroll costs in a time
when we are not employing anyone because it makes no economic sense. We would not make
enough money to recover the high costs of liability insurance, employee training, etc. Yet our
other costs such as mortgage payments, property insurance, and feed for our livestock do not
decrease.

Accommodations- Gaps in Aid
Businesses were asked if they felt there were gaps in the government aid and 67 responded
with four main themes. Quotes are listed with each theme.
•
•

•
•

Theme 1 – Need more government assistance (40%): Impact on businesses beyond the PPP
timeline not considered. MT tourism businesses will continue to need help through the summer
and move into winter.
Theme 2 – Frustrated with aid (21%): The PPP Loan was not helpful at all as it happened several
weeks after I had already had to let staff go and stop paying myself. Then it's so limited to what
you can use it for that once I received it I realized if I used it I was not going to be forgiven since I
wasn't going to re-hire my 5 employees plus myself to maintain the current employment status
required. We are closed! I'm not going to bring staff back for 8 weeks only to then lay them back
off again since we are trying to sell the business and close.
Theme 3 – Not eligible (18%): We have only been able to receive unemployment. My opinion is
most small businesses have fallen through the cracks while our government does nothing.
Theme 4 – Reopen (16%): The aid that we need is for Montana to lift the quarantine and the
NPS will open Yellowstone National Park so we can at least get nearby travelers to come to our
business.
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Accommodations- Why aid not received

When business owners in the Accommodations sector were asked why they did not receive aid,
30 people answered, and four themes emerged.
• Theme 1- Aid application pending (47%): Applied. Government slow to release funding.
Waiting.
• Theme 2- Don’t know (30%): I have not been told any reason. I fully researched which
aid I was qualified and sent in appropriate application. I have received confirmation it
was received.... but no outcome. The benefit for one has changed from $10,000 to
essentially $1,000 per employee. Originally having employees was not a limiting factor
for application. Rules changed, I guess.
• Theme 3: Did not qualify (17%): Because we don't have regular employees, just our
children, we did not qualify for wage reimbursement.
• Theme 4: Funding ran out (13%): I tried to apply but they ran out of money before I
could get on the website.

Accommodations- How local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations could help
One-hundred forty-one respondents in the Accommodations sector had many different ideas on
how local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations could help their businesses. Eight themes
emerged from the open-ended comments.
• Theme 1: Ending 14-day quarantine (15%): They cannot do anything until the directive for only
in state travelers changes to allow out of state. If they can get that done, great!
• Theme 2: Promoting tourism to MT residents (15%): Attract in-state visitors who won't have to
quarantine.
• Theme 3: Open up the national parks (13%): Open Glacier and Yellowstone Parks and Open Hot
Springs sooner rather than later. No one is coming to MT while these venues are closed!
• Theme 4: Keep our state safe (8%): Right now it is a double edged sword. We need the room
nights but feel odd promoting outside people to come to town. This is bound to spike the
infection rate as things open up, and it feels wrong to be a part of creating that spike.
• Theme 5: Promote MT as safe (7%): Reaching out to individual businesses, maybe with a shout
out or marketing assistance. Overall PR for the state that tourism is open would be welcome.
Continue to promote optimism with beautiful imagery.
• Theme 6: Nothing can help (5%): I don't think marketing could help much when people don't
want to travel during a pandemic.
• Theme 7: Promote small towns (4%): Seems they focus more on the larger communities with
concentrations of businesses and tourism that follows and the smaller communities tend to get
their overflow.
• Theme 8: Already doing everything they can (4%): I think they are doing a great job trying to
help us all out.
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Accommodations- Open-ended comments

In the open-ended comment section of the accommodations sector, which was answered by 94
participants, five major themes emerged.
• Theme 1: Lifting 14-day quarantine (41%): Being in Montana’s great outdoors is healthy. Being
quarantined and not going outside of the home furthers the virus. A study in NY confirmed that
the people more likely to suffer and perish due to the virus were those especially the elderly
who stayed indoors quarantined. Businesses and the economy are being ruined! Use common
sense!
• Theme 2: Loss of booking/revenue (21%): I have a motel and RV park. People don’t pass
through to stay, makes it very difficult to pay the bills. The PPP plan is until the end of June,
don’t think I will be in much better shape for the rest of the year. We are a ghost town!
• Theme 3: Worried about getting sick (7%): Priority is not getting covid and finding a vaccine, not
on the economy. What good is a good economy to me if I am dead.
• Theme 4: Encourage in-state tourism (5%): I think the big promotional focus should be on
Montanans vacationing in state, which would at least keep the focus off of out of state visitors.
• Theme 5: Gov’t should be supporting/directing businesses more (4%): It would be nice to have
guidance or "best practices" for all lodging facilities that offer food and drink.
The following is a word-frequency cloud generated from the open-ended responses from the
Accommodations sector:

Figure 1- "Accommodations" Respondents: Word Frequency Cloud of Open-Ended Comments

Outfitter/Guide
The outfitter/guide summary responses to the same seven open-ended questions are in this
section with the complete set of response provided in Appendix B. This category consists of outfitters
who hire the guides and guides who are either independent or contracted by outfitters. There were a
total of 89 respondents in this category, some of which left open-ended comments. Themes from each
question were identified, with quotes following each one.
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Outfitter/Guide- Preparing/Adjusting their business for a long, slow recovery

When outfitters and guides were asked how they were going to adjust their business for a long,
slow recovery a total of 64 people answered. The following are themes that were identified and
corresponding quotes.
• Theme 1: Cutting costs and employees (45%): Cutting back on expenses, staff and perhaps
looking for a job to fill in for the financial loss.
• Theme 2: Wait and see what will happen (14%): Waiting it out. Living on savings.
• Theme 3: Use more marketing (11%): Increased marketing practices.
• Theme 4: End 14-day quarantine (11%): Absolutely nothing. My business is at the mercy of the
14-day quarantine. I will work another job and hope we rebound in 2021.
• Theme 5: Changing or selling business (8%): Selling it and moving out of state.
• Theme 6: Applying for grants (5%): Federal and state grants help with shortfall.

Outfitter/Guide- Way businesses are dealing with being open during pandemic
Fifty-one outfitter/guides answered when asked how their business was dealing with being open
during the pandemic. Six themes were identified with corresponding quotes:
• Theme 1: Changing how business is run and safety measures (47%): Following precautions by
CDC etc. communicating with clients, operating in open areas, rescheduling trips.
• Theme 2: Delay opening (14%): Delayed opening 2 months.
• Theme 3: Unsure (10%): Don't know. Never had to do this before.
• Theme 4: Have no clients (10%): My business is down over 50% of normal bookings and I
haven’t taken a reservation since the national shutdown.
• Theme 5: Remove 14-day quarantine (8%): I am open, but no clients at this time. It is insane to
think that nonresident clients are going to sit on their butts in Montana for 14 days and then fish
for a few!! NO common sense
• Theme 6: Drastically cut costs (4%): Cutting expenses.

Outfitter/Guide- Usefulness of Financial Aid Received
There were 47 respondents in the outfitter/guide category that received aid and commented on
it. Three common themes emerged from their responses.
• Theme 1: Aid useful (49%): Funding to help cover the daily expense of keeping the business
open.
• Theme 2: Aid not sufficient (32%): Minimum usefulness, because it’s not very clear on whether
it is forgiven or a loan. A loan will just crush my business down the road.
• Theme 3: Concern about future (13%): It has helped me to get by, but not to prepare for the
future.
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Outfitter/Guide- Gaps in Aid

Forty-one total outfitter/guides responded when asked about gaps in aid. The following are the
themes identified followed by quotes from each theme.
• Theme 1: Aid not properly allocated to aspects of business (54%): We have lost 1/3 of our
revenue for the year; applied for federal grants to include COVID-19 Economic Injury Disaster
Loans; however, have not received funding to take our firm from now until the beginning of the
next hunting season. Bridge financing should be provided for seasonal businesses based on
need.
• Theme 2: Don’t want more aid, want to open (12%): I don't need aid or loans or grants or
anything else. We just need to be able to operate.
• Theme 3: Do not qualify for aid (7%): Need state aid but because of bureaucratic mistake on
behalf of the Dept. of Revenue, am unable to apply for state aid.
• Theme 4: Waiting for aid (5%): Applied for State of Montana business stabilization funds this
morning, will have to wait and see what happens.

Outfitter/Guide- Why aid not received
There were 21 total respondents in the outfitter/guide sector that answered when asked why
aid was not received.
• Theme 1: Don’t know (43%): Application was filled out, submitted and finally heard it was still in
place to get approval, but nothing!
• Theme 2: Aid slow (33%): Banks are very slow in providing PPP applications/funds. Also, EIDL is
glacially slow from SBA.
• Theme 3: Aid money gone (10%): Delayed & out of money.

Outfitter/Guide- How local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations could help
Sixty-nine outfitter/guides responded to how tourism marketing organizations could help them.
Six themes emerged from their answers.
• Theme 1: Stop 14-day quarantine (43%): Get the 14-day quarantine moved to phase 2. This is
killing our business and if we are going to save our season, we need our clients to visit.
• Theme 2: MT attributes positive for visitors (13%): Aggressive marketing. Use our natural
resources as a draw.
• Theme 3: Market to local travel (12%): Focus on drive market if the international and national
visitation can’t come here like normal.
• Theme 4: Not sure (6%): No idea.
• Theme 5: MT as safe place to visit (6%): Montana is safe, welcome guests.
• Theme 6: More funding for marketing (4%): I actually think local/regional/state tourism
marketing organizations do a pretty fair job. The only thing I can think of moving forward is to
increase the budgets and increase the efforts to get the state tourism industry back on its feet.
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Outfitter/Guide- Open-ended comments

Of the 47 open-ended comments from the outfitter/guide sector, there were six major themes
identified.
• Theme 1: End 14-day quarantine (19%): Quarantining tourists before they can move around
Montana is completely crushing our future, the money lost will never be recovered if the
Governor doesn’t help. And the longer he waits to allow tourists to move around Montana the
more help the guide and outfitter industry will need.
• Theme 2: Want concrete timeline (15%): A set date for when Yellowstone will open will be
beneficial for all. I have cancellations daily from the uncertainty people feel that the park won’t
be open when they come. Leaving us in limbo is actually more detrimental than announcing a
late opening.
• Theme 3: Financial issues (11%): As the outfitting industry has been hit, many other businesses
are going to feel the effects going forward.
• Theme 4: Don’t open state too soon (11%): Fishermen coming over the state lines and sneaking
in fishing while the rest follow the rules will cause a midsummer spike and we'll all be back in
shutdown
• Theme 5: National Parks need to open (4%): We need to get Glacier National Park open as soon
as possible.
• Theme 6: Encourage vacations close to home (4%): Work to keep US citizens home to enjoy
vacations close to home.
The following is a word frequency cloud generated from the open-ended responses given from the
outfitter/guide sector.

Figure 2- "Outfitter/Guide" Respondents: Word Frequency Cloud of Open-Ended Comments

Tourism Services
The tourism services responses to the same seven open-ended questions are in this section with
the complete set of response provided in Appendix C. Tourism services are business that cater directly
9
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to tourists and include bars/restaurants, brewery/distillery, convenience store/gas station, auto repair,
other transportation services (except airports), specialty retail, general retail, vehicle rental, casino,
museum/interpretative center, ski resort, artist/crafter (made in MT). There was a total of 89
respondents in that category and some left an open-ended comment. Themes from each question were
identified, and followed by a quote from that theme.

Tourism Services- Preparing/Adjusting their business for a long, slow recovery
When asked how they were preparing their business for a long, slow recovery the tourism
services sector had 64 respondents and six major things to say.
• Theme 1: Cutting business expenses (35%): Cutting staff, reducing inventory, cancelling orders,
merging two locations into a single location, selling an owned location's real estate, cutting all
costs.
• Theme 2: Changing way business is run (33%): We will work with our Health Department to
adjust to any requirements as possible to open up more facilities this summer. We are not
currently taking reservations for any pavilions or event spaces.
• Theme 3: Reducing staff (21%): We won't be able to rehire most of our laid off staff and have
reduced hours and services.
• Theme 4: Waiting to see what happens (13%): We are waiting to see what the local restrictions
will be for entertainment gatherings as well as see what distancing requirements will be.
Waiting to see what entertainment companies are going to do to schedule and travel to cities
both regionally and nationally.
• Theme 5: Applying to loans (8%): Applying for grants and loans. Reducing staff and hours.
• Theme 6: Struggling financially (5%): Just hoping and praying I don’t lose my retirement. I was
ready to retire. Now at 65 working harder.

Tourism Services- Way businesses are dealing with being open during pandemic
There were four main ways that those in the tourism services sector were dealing with being
open during the pandemic. There were 52 total respondents who answered this question, and four
themes emerged.
• Theme 1: Changing business practices (62%): Enhanced cleaning procedures as directed by CDC.
MT residents visit only several weeks. No day use or other visitors on property - only registered
guests. Retail-to-go methods will be followed in our camp store and limited services this season.
• Theme 2: Open, but at limited capacity (19%): Can only take 50% which means 50% of incomeok for now but rest of year looks bleak when I have to start paying bills I have been suspended
for 2 months? Money?
• Theme 3: Not open (13%): At this time we are not open to the public. We are waiting to see
what the local restrictions will be for the fall/winter in order to determine what type of
programming we can schedule. We are also waiting to see what entertainment companies are
going to do in terms of travelling to cities to provide entertainment. We likely will have to
institute reduced seating at our venue. At this point we are planning on being open, but it is
pretty uncertain what that will look like.
• Theme 4: Financial issues (4%): On the verge of going out of business. Immense amounts of
stress. Will devastate our state for years to come.
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Tourism Services- Usefulness of Financial Aid Received
When those in tourism services were asked about the usefulness of the aid they received, 50
people responded with three themes emerging.
• Theme 1: Loans useful (64%): The Payroll Program Plan has been a lifesaver! We would not
have opened our second seasonal business if this had not been available.
• Theme 2: Loans not enough (24%): We received a PPP loan to bring back employees for the
next 8 weeks and assist with other debts with the other 25%. After the 8 weeks we are
concerned that we will not be able to sustain employment if there is no additional aid as our
community has restricted gatherings through Labor Day.
• Theme 3: Unhappy with loans, not using them (20%): The payroll protection program is
fundamentally broken. Given the slow recovery we cannot possibly hire back the full- time
employees and support that. Also, the time span for the loan is too brief. We are stuck with it as
the best we can get, but it starting to feel like it’s doing more bad than good because we won't
be able to get the loan forgiveness.

Tourism Services- Gaps in Aid
When asked about gaps in aid, 37 people from the tourism services sector answered. Three
major themes emerged from their responses.
• Theme 1: Need additional aid to other parts of business (38%): With these loans, I am unable
to use them on the payment of our business and for what little inventory that I have to bring in
to start the summer with and be able to have it forgiven.
• Theme 2: Fell through the cracks (35%): Business is 100% seasonal income. PPP funds should
have been determined based on employment needs during the summer season. June through
September not February through May.
• Theme 3: Struggling as small business (8%): As a small business it seems like the bigger business
are getting the most funds and the smaller mom and pop shops are getting hardly anything.

Tourism Services- Why aid not received
When those in the tourism services sector were asked why they did not receive aid, 6 people
responded.
• Theme 1: Still waiting (50%): The aid I applied for hasn't been granted to anyone yet.
• Theme 2: Didn’t qualify (33%): Applied for EIDL - received nothing. PPP program only went off
Schedule C which was a loss for us last year, so we didn't qualify for the program.
• Theme 3: No money left for aid (17%): EIDL ran out of money, MVM we were at tail end and the
first round closed short of money. Expecting help from second round.
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Tourism Services- How local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations could help

Tourism services owners and operators had many ideas about how local/regional/state tourism
marketing organizations could help their business. Sixty people had suggestions about different
directions that marketing for Montana should take and six major themes emerged.
• Theme 1: Nothing to do until restrictions lifted (27%): At this time there is nothing they can do
until gathering restrictions are lifted.
• Theme 2: Marketing for in-state travel (15%): Market locally and help get the word out about
what is offered.
• Theme 3: Increase marketing funds (13%): Online marketing, virtual tourism, SEO optimization all with grants or low interest loans. We can't market in person anymore, and EVERYONE is on
social media right now. We need to capture that traffic quickly and effectively.
• Theme 4: Keep state closed (13%): As much as business needs money I would rather skip this
year for Montana tourism to keep our curve flat.
• Theme 5: More available info for business owners and tourists (10%): Get us some real
information and projections on what to expect with regard to tourism this summer season.
What are the airlines doing? How is GPI navigating this time? What do we do if someone from a
high infection rate place like NY or CA come into our store? Is anyone monitoring the selfquarantine orders for out of area visitors? What are bookings looking like from now until
September? What percentage of reservations are still being held?
• Theme 6: Financial issues (7%): I'm lost and have no money to market my business. When
marketing does take place by others it concentrates on the area, no specific rental activities
unless they search for it.

Tourism Services- Open-ended comments
Forty-one tourism services businesses owners and operators wrote something in the openended comment section of the survey. Four overarching themes emerged from these comments.
• Theme 1: Life quarantine (34%): As we all know, a big majority of Montanan's rely on tourism.
If we do not get things opened up all of the way, and in a positive way, it will be an extreme
impact on many of us. I fear that there are many that will not survive this with their businesses
be down so much.
• Theme 2: Don’t reopen state too quickly (17%): Although it may sound in conflict to my earlier
points, I have no interest in reopening too quickly. I’ve read enough to believe that we’ll bounce
back faster, economically, if we keep to tighter restrictions now (analysis of the 1918 pandemic)
and believe that’s a smarter way to proceed. I don’t want to see communities in Montana filling
up with tourists (out or in-state) until we know that the pandemic is truly under control,
meaning (to my current thinking) next year sometime. I think this summer tourist season is a
bust and we should all make plans to ensure that we both help that be a reality and plan for our
own businesses accordingly. We’re playing the long game here.
• Theme 3: Financial issues (15%): I worry about our members. Will some of our smaller
businesses survive? Summer tourist traffic has increased over the last 3 years. Now suddenly,
we will not have this traffic.
• Theme 4: Specific challenges to tourism industry (7%): Covid-19 directives, the way businesses
had to close and the mainstream media drama has deviated businesses and our economy. It will
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take years and years to recover if it ever does. Unemployment will increase due to fall out from
the shut-downs. My business does not fall in the definition as "essential" business however my
business is "essential" to my family, my employees and their families. Tourism in Montana and
particularly Yellowstone Park will take years to recover if it ever does recover.

The following is a word frequency cloud generated from the open-ended comments from the tourism
services sector.

Figure 3- "Tourism Services" Respondents: Word Frequency Cloud of Open-Ended Comments

Tourism Support Services
The final respondent category was “Tourism Support Services” which includes sectors like land
management, rental management, tourism promotion/advertising agency, event coordinator/manager,
finance/accounting, and association director/chamber/CVB. There was a total of 65 respondents in this
category, and some provided comments (see Appendix D for all tourism support services responses).

Tourism Support Services- Preparing/Adjusting their business for a long, slow recovery
When asked how they were preparing and adjusting their business for a long, slow recovery, 42
people answered from the tourism support services sector answered.
• Theme 1: Changing and adapting business practices (48%): As a realtor, I would say 90% of my
buyers are from outside of Montana and until they can continue to view the homes of interest
my showings have almost come to a stand-still. I am working on building a better base within
the state of Montana.
• Theme 2: Cutting costs (26%): Cut budgets for a worst-case scenario and won't bring back
furloughed employees if travel/tourism doesn't come back over the summer.
• Theme 3: Financial assistance (14%): Applied for the Montana Covid business grant and am
looking at charging research and cancellation fees. Am also looking at trying to find a part time
job to supplement my income.
• Theme 4: Cutting staff (12%): Reduce employees, selling owned property to increase cash
reserves.
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Tourism Support Services- Way businesses are dealing with being open during pandemic

A total of 33 respondents commented on how businesses in tourism support services are
dealing with being open during the pandemic, and three themes emerged.
• Theme 1: Adapting and changing operation (67%): All meetings so far have been virtual/ZOOM
meetings, worked from home until offices were cleared to open but worked every day. Not
working on events much, reinvented the chamber to deal with businesses in crisis and helping
them cope, apply for funds for assistance, keeping the public aware of businesses open/closed
status, driving commerce to businesses.
• Theme 2: Cleaning more (21%): Our cleaning and sanitizing between guests is already robust,
but now, it will take my housekeeper 30-45 minutes longer because she will have to disinfect
EVERY used item (Books, toys, games, etc.) light switch, door handle etc.
• Theme 3: More guidance needed on how to safely operate (9%): Clear and up-to-date
messaging about local and state restrictions and mandates to our community and potential
visitors.

Tourism Support Services- Usefulness of Financial Aid Received
Sixteen people answered when asked about the usefulness of that aid received in the tourism
support services sector.
• Theme 1: Loans helpful (66%): PPP funding has kept us operating and paid.
• Theme 2: Received PPP loan (50%): PPPL tremendously helpful in short term.

Tourism Support Services- Gaps in Aid
•
•
•

When asked about gaps in aid for tourism support services, 12 respondents answered.
Theme 1: Struggling financially (42%): Seasonal and event-based business have been entirely
left out.
Theme 2: Lift 14-day quarantine (17%): Lift quarantine on out-of-staters. While I understand it,
if not lifted, will crush and kill our business.
Theme 3: More grants and money (17%): Grants to pay for Covid-19 related changes in cleaning
practices at properties we manage.

Tourism Support Services- Why aid not received
•
•
•
•

When asked why aid was not received, 17 of those in tourism support services answered.
Theme 1: Still waiting (53%): Don’t know why - Have received emails that say, “they are working
on it”.
Theme 2: Didn’t qualify (24%): I applied for the self-employed unemployment. they said I didn’t
qualify.
Theme 3: Don’t know (18%): I do not know at this time.
Theme 4: Funding ran out (12%): Government ran out of money.
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Tourism Support Services - How local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations could help
When business owners and managers in tourism support services were asked how
local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations could help them, 46 respondents had ideas. Four
themes emerged.
• Theme 1: Promote MT as welcoming out-of-state tourists (26%): We need clarity on when the
out of state quarantine will be lifted.
• Theme 2: Keep MT closed to tourists (24%): Encourage people to slow down the opening of
their businesses. This is not a time for people to come into our state.
• Theme 3: More financial assistance (20%): Any financial assistance would be helpful! Right
now, it seems everyone is getting the word out about loans & grants. When Phase II and Phase
III begin, we'll need help advertising that we are open for business again.
• Theme 4: Not sure (13%): Not sure how they can help with dwindling bed tax revenues. More
importantly, we cannot promote our way out of this trouble.

Tourism Support Services- Open-ended comments
Twenty-five respondents from the tourism support services sector left an open-ended
comment. Five different themes emerged.
• Theme 1: Lift 14-day quarantine (20%): As soon as possible remove the 14-day quarantine.
• Theme 2: Long, slow recovery for MT tourism (20%): Businesses are really going to continue to
suffer and it will be a long slow recovery.
• Theme 3: Hopeful/encouraging (20%): Children not in school, cheap gas, people will travel.
• Theme 4: Community support/staying safe (12%): Possibly marketing and informing guests we
are slowly reopening but with social distancing, masks, sanitizer as a way of life now. Leave no
trace behind, especially Covid!
• Theme 5: Encourage in-state tourism (8%): Let’s promote within our county and state for
increased intrastate business.
The following is a word-frequency cloud generated from the open-ended responses from the tourism
support services sector.

Figure 4- "Tourism Support Services" Respondents: Word Frequency Cloud of Open-Ended Comments
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Summary and Conclusions

Shared themes arose from all sectors of the tourism industry. When asked how they were
preparing/adjusting for a long, slow recovery many business owners said that they were cutting costs in
every way they could, including cutting hours and laying off employees. When questioned as to how
they were dealing with being open during a pandemic, a majority of respondents said they were
adopting new cleaning practices and adjusting how their business operates to ensure safety for their
customers and employees.
Many business owners were grateful for the government aid, but felt that it would not be
enough to hold them over. They noted that more aid was going to be needed, but especially the PPP has
helped them stay afloat for the time being. When asked about gaps in aid, many business owners were
concerned that the aid was not focused on all aspects of their business, and they needed help in other
areas besides paying their employees (PPP aid) such as loan payments, overhead, and utilities. Without
revenue, those types of bills will get unpaid. Some business owners noted that they did not want any
more aid, and they just wanted to be able to open and operate at normal capacity without the 14-day
out-of-state quarantine. Business owners who did not receive aid noted that they were still waiting,
while others said they didn’t qualify or that funding had run out.
Respondents had many different ideas regarding how local/regional/state tourism organizations
could help their businesses. Many felt that the 14-day quarantine needed to be lifted and Montana
advertised as a safe place to visit while others would rather encourage in-state travel and discourage
out-of-staters from visiting too soon. Interestingly, many of the open-ended comments from each of the
sectors had similar themes of concerns about their businesses in terms of financial issues and reopening the state. The four-word clouds created from each section of open-ended were all very similar,
with some of the most common words being “business”, “open”, and “state.”
Through this unprecedented time, many business owners are still finding hope and are trying
their best to look on the bright side. The following are some positive comments from Montana business
owners, trying to make the best of the situation.
• I wish all of our friends in the recreation industry health, and strong willpower, together
we will overcome and be stronger on the other side.
• Be well. Be Safe. Stay at Home. Wear Masks. Wash your hands. Help and support your
family, friends, neighbors and fellow businesses as much as you can. Stay positive - we
WILL get through this. Normal will not be normal ever again, but it can be bright,
exciting and fulfilling. All good blessings.
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Appendix A: Comments by Accommodation Owners/Managers

Accommodations: Hotel/motel; bed & breakfast; rental homes/cabins/condos; campgrounds;
guest ranches
If a long, slow recovery, how are you preparing or adjusting your business to endure that
gradual recovery?
12-18 months.
Adding a side business.
Applied for grants and relief money.
Apply for assistance.
Applying for financial assistance and will look for longer term renters.
Applying for recovery stimulus funding to help with anticipated loss of revenue. Not hiring. Eating wieners and beans.
As we keep getting cancellations it depends when and if we will reopen for the summer.
Bankruptcy.
Because we are a private campground, we are expecting to not have very much recovery this year because of our very short season!
Guests generally don't camp during the winter months. This will be a HUGE challenge financially for us.
Bring back employees as can be justified. Training and implementing safety procedures.
Businesses need to be able to do business - gov needs to get out of the way in marginally affected areas.
By keeping our standard policies in place to be able to maintain. Our cleaning / sanitizing practices have always been stringent so because
of Covid-19 we have had to change very little in that sense...more gloves and face coverings though.
Cautiously keeping a handle on cash flow.
Compared to previous years, lowered quantity of supplies ordered for the season and not hiring usual staff. This fall will have to lay off
most staff which has never been done before in order to make it through the winter.
Continue doing what we're doing. Saving money wherever we can, operating with skeletal staffs and calling employees back gradually.
Continue with minimal staffing, decreased amenities.
Controlling costs through diminishing workforce, cancellation memberships, cancelling marketing.
Cut cost, increase marketing, change target clients.
Cut spending, freeze hiring, just try to weather the storm.
Cut staff, cut expenses.
Cutting back expenditures - survive 2020 to thrive in 2021.
Cutting back on staff.
Cutting expenses, reducing amount of employees we have on staff, struggling.
Cutting expenses, reducing rental fees, listing with additional OTA's.
Debt.
Decreased planned alterations and maintenance. Reduced work force. Offering reduced rates if clients will stay without daily room
service.
Don't know yet as it hasn't recovered and don't know when that will be.
Drawing from retirement funds.
Eliminating personnel, changing the operation and postponing any refurbishing project and possible refinancing property.
Fewer hours available for our loved and valued staff.
Freezing all spending.
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Go day to day. Eat wieners and beans. Hopefully, stimulus checks show up!
Going day by day.

Going with flow, never been treated with such disrespect for businesses, not sure what to do. keep trying to advertise social media,
spread the word open.
Haven't figured that out yet.
Hire less employees, limit spending and growth/improvements.
Hiring less help. Applying for Grants from anyone that will provide and if needed, take out a loan to keep the business from failing.
Hiring less staff, increasing room rate to account for extra sanitization and sanitizer for guests.
Hope to borrow more money.
Hoping for some government grants, and reducing services.
Hoping to protect our long-term viability.
I am just rolling with it. My daughter is a nurse. I am keeping myself well and protected and I hope others will do the same.
I have changed my cancellation requirement to very flexible.
I have tried to get financial relief from PPP, EIDL, Unemployment and MT State relief fund. We have not received a dime from any of
them. I am hoping that the Governor will lift the in-state travelers only directive because 99% of mu guests are from out of state.
I went to work out of state to try to make ends meet.
I will not buy new heaters for four of my cabins.
I'm not.
I'm trying to cut some cost but most are hard cost/ whether any one is here or not.
It is out of my control.
Just staying open.
just trying to keep all bills paid.
Keep supplies stocked. Apply for disaster funding.
Laying people off.
Less employees (seasonal) less hours for employees.
Less employees; hard to plan for staffing.
Less spending. Working more hours by self.
Less staff and inventory.
Less staff, cut all expenses.
Less inventory, reduce employees, and adjust hours.
Limiting spending, employees, and waste.
Maintenance & deep cleaning to keep staff fully employed.
May lower rates to attract more business.
Must reduce expenses for our family. Buy fewer goods and services.
N/A.
Need another source of income.
No adjustment just have to wait for people to travel and want to stay in the hotel and RV park. I have been open as an essential business.
No idea.
No near future capital improvements.
No plans yet.
No unnecessary spending, reduced workforce.
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Not bringing on summer employees.
Not doing anything different.
Not hiring as many people.

Not much adjusting we can do in the hotel world.
Not much we can do. Will put off any non-urgent upgrades/maintenance (staining, appliances), etc. It will greatly hurt us financially, and
we may have to increase rates next year.
Not really.
Not rehire employees.
Not sure.
Nothing yet.
Nothing yet.
Only planning to get through this season.
Owner will do all/most housekeeping and minor repairs (I'm 67).
Paying our main cleaning people even though they aren’t working.
Praying.
Praying and applying for all available loans and grants.
Praying. Cut costs everywhere, working hours ourselves, applied for PPP loan, working brand to promote hotel.
Put it up for sale.
Reduce staff and expense.
Reduce staff and hour.
Reduce Staff, costs.
Reduced staffing, reduced services, increased loans.
Reduced workforce. Postponing all capital expenditures. Reducing hours of operation, closing certain amenities.
Reducing hours and costs.
Reducing spending, temporarily closing one or two of my rentals until volume picks back up, etc.
Reducing staff, brain-storming new services...
Reduction in business and personal investment.
Reduction in pricing and employees. Scrutinizing advertising campaigns
Reinvest money into the business.
Seasonal.
Seeking grants, EIDL.
Slow return to work.
Slowly bring staff on as business allows.
Spend less, find ways to cut costs and save until a sufficient rebound of revenue is seen.
Stay optimistic.
Still in the process of updating SOPs to maintain community, staff, and consumer safety.
Switching to long term rentals.
Take in as much cost saving efforts. Apply for grants and assistance.
This is beyond our control. Too much is in the hands of our government to plan well.
Trying not to feel desperate. Applying for ALL relief programs available.
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Using savings.
Waiting.

Waiting for bookings I will be open and ready.
Waiting for the 2-week quarantine to end.
We applied for both federal and state assistance loans/grants through the SBA but haven't received word back from either entity. Losing
hope fast...
We are hoping for state grant money, EIDL's just so we can still pay our loans and employees.
We are hoping to refinance some of our loans.
We are leaving a different building closed until our business picks up, which means the rooms that we can get a higher nightly rate will
remain closed. We do not want to pay for the utilities for these rooms while vacancy is low.
We are preparing for a total re-imagining of our existing business model. Any rebound from PCSF (Post Covid Stress Fear) related to
vacationing will be lengthy for the small resort, RV Park and general hospitality industry. The USA economy has faced many bumps in the
road along the way. The covid bump is just another challenge that must be conquered.
We are uncertain about whether to open with the costs associated and risks to staff or to remain closed this year. We anticipate next
year may have reduced campers due to having a slow or no opening this year. We are uncertain whether we can have a dance program at
all this year which will hurt reservations for next year.
We feel like we will lose about 1/2 of the revenue of last year. We have been in business here for more than 27 years and have endured
many setbacks (mostly fire related). Because of our longevity we have a lower overhead and no major expenses.
We have a rental property. I'm planning to not get many rentals, if any.
We have applied for various grants and loans (e.g. EIDL and PPP).
We have no choice but to wait for the Gov. order for conferences. Customers are waiting also. We can only continue to stay cut back
until we know we can resume conference business. MANY conferences have cancelled completely.
We have prepared ourselves for management assuming more responsibilities. The sad truth is we will not be able to employ our full staff
as we have in years past. This is not a simple recovery, it's a very slow, deliberate, and painful one.
We have staff coming from out of state at this point so we're staggering their arrival to quarantine for 14-days on arrival, we are
considering staying open later in the year than usually (we typically shut for the winter at the end of October).
We might consider closing for winter to reduce expenses.
We will continue to accept reservations as they come in.
We will gradually welcome guests back in a limited capacity based on state and local recommendations/guidelines.
We will just have to cut back on how much people work if the business isn't there to pay for it. If we can't keep the power on, not sure
what we will do.
we will just try to roll with it.
We will probably have to sell our property.
We will reduce staff and hours. We have lowered hotel rates in hopes to increase volume.
Yes, have begun to work outside the facility for income.
You can’t plan anything when the Governor plays politics and keeps moving the goal posts.

What other ways is your business dealing with being open during this pandemic?
Extra care and cleaning surfaces.
Actually, we legally can’t do anything until the Governor lifts the 14-day visitor quarantine. He needs to move quicker and
needs to communicate what he’s doing because it looks very much like he wants to kill Montana tourism. Good luck running
for a Senate because a lot of unemployed people and small businesses are going to remember who screwed us this summer.
Additional expense in cleaning.
Advanced cleaning for rental.
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Advertising our uniqueness.

All bookings for folk festival canceled so no bookings currently.
All reservations have been cancelled through late June.

Being confident that the 14-day quarantine will be lifted and Yellowstone National Park will reopen soon.
Borrowing heavily to stay alive.
Breakfast bags instead of hot buffet breakfast. Deep cleaning and maintenance to keep staff employed full time.
CDC cleaning guidelines were followed prior to this. Will continue strict cleaning because we're AWESOME like that!
Changed cleaning procedures, educating guests about protective measures we have taken.
Changing the way we eat meals.
Cleaning tools and cleaners that kill Covid germs. Time pattern between guest stays.
Cleaning will be more intense if we do get any customers.
Closed Public Restrooms, removed Picnic Benches from all Sites, sneeze Screens Installed in store/office, online booking
software upgrade.
Closed until June.
Completely sanitize home between guests and have extra sanitizer for them.
Daily activities of cleaning and awareness with a new intensity on touch surfaces.
Deep cleaning between rentals. Placement of hand sanitizer and notices throughout home.
Disinfectant cleaners and hand sanitizers are in use.
Disinfecting and sanitizing more....much more.
Disinfecting everyday.
Disinfecting everything in rooms and hourly at the desk.
Disinfection/sanitizing on a higher level.
Enhanced cleaning techniques, providing additional PPE for employees, changing check-in practices, "resting" rooms
between stays and before staff enter to clean, new safety protocol for staff entering rooms, handling linens, etc.
Enhanced cleaning, flexible cancellation policies, reduced hours for contract cleaner.
Every function of the hotel will change. Departments include breakfast, front desk, transportation, housekeeping.
Everything has been canceled by the travelers till middle of June so far and some in July and August. We will do extra
cleaning and not book departures and incoming for same day as before. Changed cancellations from 60 days to 14 days for
full refund.
Expanded cleaning/disinfecting.
Extensive disinfecting of all things that people touch.
Extra cleaning measures in place.
Extra time allowed to clean rooms and public spaces. Mandates from the brand in regards to cleaning rooms.
Extreme cleaning for housekeepers, not putting guests in rooms the same day as a checkout, leaving rooms for a day
between. Grab and go breakfast, no buffet.
Follow CDC guidelines.
Following Health Dept restrictions if possible.
Going bankrupt....
Had to buy masks, gloves, disinfectant, sanitizer, dispensers, cleaning protocol, reservations for meal, and limit guest
interaction.
Had to severely cut back on amenities available to our guests.
Harder to get seasonal cleaning employees partially due to the extra $600/wk from unemployment.
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Housekeeping has strict cleaning guidelines. I’ll probably have to up my employee’s wages.

I have a motel. 1 employee and myself, very few people coming in, so no contact. When they do come in we wipe down
everything that they touch.

I have modified the reception area for the motel. Trying to do some creative financing /trying to keep our business going.
Not getting much help. But still trying. I'm an old guy and by the time I get forms filled out and sent, the funds are used up.
Not good.
I have one housekeeper. She is dependent on my business to supplement her Social Security. Most of my guests require
airline transportation. The way COVID-19 has affected the airlines I seriously doubt if my business will see any customers the
rest of the summer. Rentals in the fall and winter are very sparse normally. I don’t foresee any business this winter and less
it’s locals.
I'm open but only for Montana residents because of the 2-week quarantine.
In Montana there were only 16 deaths. Less than 1 percent, the exposure was minimal the people who suffered both
tragedy and even death were cancer patients who couldn't get treated.
Increased cleaning procedures and using quick acting chemicals to kill the supposed virus.
Increased disinfecting procedures.
Initially we let rooms "sit" for 24 hours after departure to ensure the safety of our housekeepers. All our hotels are branded
and have new cleaning measures which we have trained and implemented. Our buffet breakfast is now a brown bag take
with you.
Installed protective shields between cashier and customer.
Installed sneeze guards. Checking people in from their vehicle. Cleaning more frequently.
It is a house. I am the only employee and guests like the isolation. I will leave a copy of the Governor's directive for guests to
read.
Just taking reservations for this summer.
Just trying to find new ways via social media etc. to try to get some customers back in the doors.
Keeping up with best practices & guidelines for when our business opens June 7th and being in communication with our
guests and employees.
Late opening for the season. Returning all deposits for cancellations due to Covid. Sent letters to all guests with reservations
to update them on Montana policies and get feedback about their plans. Will not have an open office and only service cabins
every three days instead of daily.
Lobby closed. Transactions done via window.
Masks are voluntary for staff. Housekeeping normally wore gloves while cleaning. Swimming pool closed to reduce utility
costs and because it was recommended. Breakfast unchanged except for items that aren't prepackaged dispensed by an
employee with gloves and more frequent eating area cleaning. Installed HEPA air filter units in the public eating area and
hotel office to reduce free floating viruses. Discouraging guests from known quarantined/infected MT
areas/states/countries.
Modified procedures for guests interacting with staff. Modified meal service. Upgraded HVAC air purification system.
Expanded cleaning/sanitation procedures.
More stringent disinfecting guidelines, no breakfast, no pool, implementing remote check-in, installed glass at the front
desk.
My rentals are open from June 1st through September every year I am mostly receiving cancellations right now but have
received a couple of new reservations this past week.
New cleaning protocols.
New, robust cleaning procedures.
No back to back room bookings. 24-hour cleaning hold between guests.
No front office service or check-in. Guests go directly to cabin. We do not go in cabins for duration of their stay. If they
need any towels etc., they leave them out on the porch in bags and we replace.
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Offering curbside check-in; only cleaning of rooms when guest not present; sneeze guards at front desk; no access to
common areas; no breakfast to be served, instead providing breakfast-2-go-bags.

Our guests that will come have chosen to come late August and September, so expect there will be a new set of rules by
then.
Our lodging places are separate for each guest or family, so we can easily offer no contact stays with minimal changes. We
just had everyone cancel, so we'll see when things open up again. We might advertise the no contact aspect.
Our motel has increased usage of our cleaning supplies. We are cycling room usage by trying to leave room vacant for at
least 1 night before placing a different guest in it.
Our rental is self-contained, so guests aren’t sharing spaces with other groups of guests.
Ours is a unique situation. Small town extended stay motel of 8 units catering to out-of-state visitors primarily. Summer
work will need to be done by owner/operator this year, maintenance contracted. No business since December 2019.
Cancellations of traditional April guests. Can hold out 3 months, then line of credit... then retirement savings. As long as
quarantine is in place for out of state visitors, I'm screwed.
Plexiglass. Increase frequency of cleaning.
Posting signs regarding keeping our employees and guests safe during this time by social distancing, disinfecting and
sanitizing, wearing masks and serving breakfast in the rooms.
Purchasing PPE. Modifying check in areas. Reduced availability. Rooms left vacant between guests.
Quarantine period for inbound staff, guest waivers, employee health testing, trying to arrange guest testing.
Reduced the number of room availability to allow room to sit for minimum 24 hours after checkout and 24 hours after a
cleaning.
Right now, not allowing guests to arrive for their rental reservation if they are from out of town. We are vacation rental
home, so not much else we can do.
Sanitize the units after each stay. Try and keep reservations 3 days apart which has been no problem since I'm not getting
reservations.
Sanitizing rooms daily. Don’t offer coffee in office, have disposable hand cleaners, and 1 person in check-in at a time.
Sanitizing rooms, not offering full breakfast, pool and fitness rooms closed.
Sanitizing, disinfecting, as usual of guest rooms. Added spraying. Increased use of essential oil diffusing and overall use.
Sanitizing, disinfecting, spraying room after guest use. Spraying public areas. Providing hand sanitizers for public use. Signage
with Montana guidelines.
Separating guests at check-in. Eliminating check-out. Staggering breakfast times. More time spent disinfecting rooms daily
and between guests. Installing UVC lights.
Sneeze glass, extra sanitary cleaning.
Some of our services and procedures will be altered due to COVID-19. For example, rooms for overnight accommodations
will be kept vacant after guests leave for a few days before the cleaning staff goes in to clean the rooms.
Spending a lot more time trying to figure out financial impacts, webinars, etc. spending money on social distancing plexiglass
(Covid screens), signage, checking with employees to make sure they are okay etc.
Spraying disinfectant in guest room upon a guest departure. Normally, we would not spray as often.
Staying friendly, infecting others with a smile. Always compassionate to others needs, have always had higher standards of
cleanliness and sanitization, easy to do.
Thorough cleaning standards to disinfect rental between guests. (However, thorough cleaning has always been in practice.)
Thoroughly cleaning after each stay with disinfectants.
Too much to list here, all focused on disinfecting and creating more space between people.
Using Covid-19 approved disinfectant and placed see-through screens at the front desk to protect office workers.
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We are a hostel. We have a person to person Q&A protocol in place for pre-screening each guest prior to confirming
bookings. Guests are required to leave the property during sanitizing hrs. and require that custodial staff never be in the
house simultaneously.
We are not allowing tents or cabins yet.
We are not open but hope to.

We are not open yet but planning to do so within the next few weeks. We will increase cleaning and sanitizing frequency of
all public areas within the property: front desk, lobby, entry doors, guest laundry facilities, ice machines, etc.
We are open and fortunately have our monthly's till mid-June but have lost daily business and it is hurting our bottom
dollar!!!
We are struggling, as are most businesses in the tourism sector.
We are unsure, and due to the sheer number of changes that must be made, we may not open at all in 2020.
We currently are not providing breakfast.
We don't normally interact with guests at our vacation home, so there isn't necessarily a need to place requirements on our
employees or guests.
We have altered our disinfecting practices for public areas and guest rooms.
We have changed our breakfast routine and will serve grab and go to adhere to social distancing. We have also closed off
one of our rooms for the same reason.
We have lots of space for people to not get closer unless they are comfortable. The staff has been here and we are all
together now. Outside is not dangerous because of weather and that is where we are mostly.
We have not opened yet. We plan on social distancing measures and CDC guidelines.
We have not put our procedures together yet. We open in June.
We have put up protective guards at the front desk. Trained all employees on Covid-19 following CDC and state guidelines.
Bought extra sanitary supplies and sanitized everything constantly.
We haven't had any guests at our lodge but will follow all protocol set forth by our county health dept.
We just hope to source needed sanitizer & PPE.
We normally open May 1 and bring on seasonal/part time help through the month of May with the full staff of 5 seasonal
and part time employees all present by early June. This year we have delayed opening until June 1 at the earliest and have
only 1 seasonal part time employee working for us. My husband and I are the only full time/ year-round employees.
Normally we have square and round dance classes and events April - November. This year all dances are canceled through
the month of June. We are uncertain about when or if we will open the campground or be able to have dances. Dances
number from around 20 to over 100 dancers and require touching hands. We will decide our opening date/or if we will
remain closed and our dance program following the Governor's and health department's direction. IF we open, the
campground restroom/shower rooms will be kept closed and only fully self-contained RVs allowed to camp. This has also
meant canceling our partnership for kids camping once a week for this year.
We plan to change our bedding to be able to wash and bleach blankets, bed coverings, sheets and towels. We also are
working on hand sanitizer stations in each cabin. We have new cleaning standards that we will enforce like wiping
commonly touched areas with sanitizer wipes and spraying disinfectant where wiping is not possible. We are not open yet
as all our reservations canceled for the Spring Season. We will open as soon as Yellowstone Park opens.
We will change our dining room configuration, check-in and payment methods, install a clear barrier at the front desk, may
provide take-out breakfast rather than our current sit-down-and-be-served method.
We've closed down some floors of our hotel, left rooms uncleaned for 3-4 days after guests have checked out before
cleaning them, all delivery people must deliver to the front desk rather than directly to the guest rooms, we've provided PPE
for all staff, installed barriers at the front desk between desk agents and guests checking in, etc.
Will not allow late check-outs; will let rooms sit vacant for longer times between guests; adding hand sanitizer dispensers to
entire facility; may limit number of people at breakfast seating times.
Will thoroughly disinfect cabin before each rental.
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If yes, please comment on the usefulness of what you have received.
$1,000 via EIDL. Not nearly enough.
Applied for PPP funding.

Barely enough to sustain payroll until end of this month. Basic operating costs not covered. Better than nothing though.
Disconnect between goals of PPP and governor’s orders. PPP forgiveness should have begun once the governor allows
reopening, not when the PPP loan was signed. We had 3 weeks where we couldn't bring any staff back to work because of
state orders, meanwhile the PPP loan forgiveness clock was ticking.
Employment personal loan.
Essential PPP loan to keep employees.
Fairly helpful but not long term thinking and used resources/time to achieve when we could have done more with the time
to care for our people.
Great help with paying employees. Kept them employed.
Helped pay payroll for a few months.
Helpful assistance with payroll and utilities to keep business moving forward without massive layoffs.
Helps a little.
I called the bank and they told me the PPP loan had been approved but should be received by week's end.
I do receive PAU. It is a band aid that helps, but certainly is not sustainable in the long run. I have applied for the State grant
program through the Governor's Covid Task Force but haven't heard anything on that yet (not expecting to for another
week). I never did get in to apply for any PPP.
I got $3,400 for PPP loan. That will cover most of payroll for 2 months. I got an e-mail today telling me they are not
processing my EIDL or EDIL Advance until they process the Agriculture request. So, I'm looking elsewhere.
I have a PPP loan but have not used it. Will only use it for things that meet the non-payback criteria.
I have continued to keep my employees through the PPP.
I just got it today. It will help for the payroll and utilities.
I received a paltry $137.64 from Airbnb.
I received a PPP loan that covered 2 employees (the program has weak language for seasonal employees, especially since I
am considered a "new business").
I received PPP but we are 4 miles from YNP and because of the governors 14-day quarantine for out of state visitors, we
have no business.
I received the SBA loan.
I think and being offered currently in this country is pathetic.
It got me through April. I will be able to pay all my employees. It will cover the ranch mortgage for May 1. Ranch bills for the
spring don't fit some categories. The $100.00’s went as I paid bills. There are so many fixed costs with horses and cows and
everyone living here. The only extra cost is food when guests are here. This year I would have made $30,474 in March and
April. This is without the reservations for the balance of the year. It is a big month for reservations. I had 1 credit card charge
all month instead of 5 to 6 a week.
It has been great for us. Our company received some payroll assistance that allowed us to bring back our staff.
It has helped us to maintain employee paychecks and make up for lost hours.
It has paid employees.
It might pay 1-months mortgage.
It was not much, but PPP will help the payroll to our hired help.
It wasn’t enough to cover much because we are summer seasonal only and our monthly average payroll was small.
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It will cover payroll and help with utilities.

It's a loan, so if we don't get revenue, we are digging ourselves deeper!

It's helpful to have the funds from PPP during this time of negative cash flow, but the guidelines for this assistance to be a
grant are unattainable for our business.
Just getting started in determining how to best administer the limited funds rec'd.
Little help.
Minimal.
Not enough! It covered bills but not mortgage or insurance.
Owners have not sure.
Pandemic unemployment for my vacation rental and for being hired as a census worker, but never being able to start at
census.
Paycheck protection to keep employees working has been helpful for morale.
Paying my employees.
Payroll.
Payroll protection loan.
Payroll protection loan.
PPE was not nearly enough. People who are sole employees have received more pay outs than up along with people who
have little to no employees. Seems crazy.
PPP.
PPP.
PPP - but the 8 weeks is too short of time when the state was closed and our operation will not be fully operable until Phase
3 - whenever that may come. It helps, but it will likely become a loan for us and not a forgiveness.
PPP - it helps in the short term but minimal if we lose the entire year.
PPP allowed me to hire 1 employee despite no clients to support that need. EIDL will help me stay current on mortgage
payments until April 2020.
PPP grant helped us get through about 60 days.
PPP loan.
PPP loan, extremely helpful in keeping salaried year-round essential staff employed and covering some rent and utilities.
PPP loan, useful partially. Obviously, anything helps, but only covers a small percentage of our loss since it didn't help cover
mortgage or other fixed costs.
PPP loan/grant. PUA.
PPP rehired for cleaning & maint.
PPP to cover employee paycheck...useful but not enough. Personal stimulus check useful but definitely not enough.
PPP was very helpful so that we could receive a personal income. EIDL is allowing us to purchase job supplies & pay business
expenses.
Received some PPP in the 1st round but it limited what we were eligible for because of our seasonality. Better than nothing
but would have liked to have had a better scale.
SBA grant, pay utilities PPP, pay employees.
The aid we expect to receive will be used for wages for employees and utilities.
The most useful was the EIDL Grant money since I was able to utilize this in the way I needed which was to refund cancelled
reservations and this will be forgiven for the amount I qualified for.
The payroll loan is useful. We are hesitant to take out any more loans, but rather are looking for grant opportunities.
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The PPL program has very limited utility for those of us who are entirely seasonal in nature. Too much emphasis is on
covering payroll costs in a time when we are not employing anyone because it makes no economic sense. We would not
make enough money to recover the high costs of liability insurance, employee training, etc. Yet our other costs such as
mortgage payments, property insurance, and feed for our livestock do not decrease.
The PPP loan has helped to pay returning employees. The bad part is it is a loan.
The terms of a PPP loan are very appealing. The timing did not match high season though.
This may only help for 1 month of mortgage interest payment.
Too early to know for sure.

Using PPP to continue lawn and property maintenance payroll and housekeepers deep cleaning of cabins even though we
have not yet opened.
Very small, made one loan payment.
Very useful to continue with payroll and operation.
Very Useful. Received PPP for employee payroll.
We just received PPP, which will allow us to keep employees in May and June. The EIDL grant has covered immediate
business overhead costs.
We received a grant from Headwaters and Northwestern Energy, and also just heard we were approved for the Paycheck
Protection Program. Both of these loans/grants will help immensely.
We received a SBA advance and paid an entire pay period for everyone working.
We received both an SBA $10,000 grant and a PPP loan. While both are very helpful and appreciated, they won't go far.
Also, with the parameters set on the PPP funds as to what/how/when they can be used, we are uncertain we'll receive 100%
forgiveness.
We received PPP funds - that will only last until June 15. There is nothing after that time. Our bank has deferred out loan
payments until July 1.
We received PPP funds. While I appreciate the additional capital, it will be very hard to meet the guidelines for having the
loan forgiven. I wish the government would extend the 8-week period for using the funds, as it is entirely unrealistic to bring
the entire staff back when the national parks are closed, there is a visitor quarantine, and very little tourism yet.
We received the first round of the PPP loan - this is helping us hire back our normal employees and work campers for the
season. We just don't know what our season will look like at this point.
We received the SBA EIDL loan, with good repayment terms. That will help keep us afloat, even though it does have to be
paid back.
We received paycheck protection. it has been very useful.
Will assist in wages, but with the park close this will not last long. OPEN THE PARK.

Please comment on gaps in aid that would help you now (i.e. what has fallen through the
cracks).

Any other assistance would be greatly appreciated, and we are keeping informed of all the various grant and loan programs.
Applying for a new grant this morning. Handouts only go so far, we need to work and allow people to travel freely, this is
what works, no travel no economy!
As a tourism business that operates in a remote area, we need the 14-day quarantine for out of state clients to end. We are
able to operate posing minimal risk to community health under the social distancing standards and personal hygiene
recommendations. There are dire economic consequences to main street Montana from policies intended to address the
pandemic, but not balanced with working Montanans. We need the summer season to open so that we don't need more
state or federal aid.
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As stated previously we weren’t eligible fully because of being summer seasonal. Wish we could have based payroll on our
summer months instead of an annual average.
Difficult to pay bills.
Eliminate the $600 bonus unemployment - keeping employees out of the hunt for jobs.

Emergency disaster grants are desperately needed and taking far too long to process. This is critical aid for our industry and
business's ability to make it through this crisis.
Funding for fixed costs. Property taxes, insurance, etc. big hits coming, with little revenue. State should postpone payment
of accommodation tax to minimize cash crunch at critical time.
Governor Bullock to change 14-day quarantine for out of staters so Yellowstone National Park can open!!!!!!!! We are dead
here without it!!
I am hoping for aid down the road, after our busy time is over. At the current time, we have missed out on revenue that will
carry us through the winter.
I am running out of money but am deeply concerned about our food supply. It is imperative that we have a solid food supply
in order to weather this problem. Don't throw food away when people are starving.
I applied, and my application was accepted, but now I guess I am waiting for...something else to happen? It has been hard
here in Big Horn valley, due to so many entities (NPS, Crow Tribe, MT FWP) struggling for jurisdiction of control & access.
I don’t have employees and aid is complicated to apply for.
I have to spend the money in 2 months in order to get a grant but in the vacation rental business I use the money which I
make in the summer to pay my bills all winter.
I think we can limp through summer. My concern is next winter. I make all of my revenue during the summer months and
that supports me during the shoulder season. I do not anticipate being able to adequately save for the coming winter and
PAU is only good thru Dec. 25th.
I want to be in business and not just get aid. I want the scare talk to end and try to encourage people. Give recoveries first.
Give the good news. It is not bad in Montana. Quit trying to make us New York. Relax. Aid is needed for all business costs
without income. Numbers are big I will try for the $10,000 grant from Montana. I owe and insurance payment of $4,954 in
May. I have vet and farrier bills. Power bills. Groceries. Without income the number get big fast.
If parks don't reopen or summer tourism fails to rebound we will need more help with payroll as this is the largest single
expense a hotel has.
Impact on businesses beyond the PPP timeline not considered. MT tourism businesses will continue to need help through
the summer and move into winter.
Income.
Insurance or government should reimburse us for Business Interruption, just like they would pay us if there was a wild fire
and we lost guests bookings.
It's takes me a while to get loan apps done. I applied 5 weeks ago for EIDL sent packet of all tax and other documents by
Registered mail that they requested. Got e-mail last week that I had to re-apply because they lost my info. Then sent me an
e-mail this morning That they were not prepossessing my new app at this time. Not good.
Just lift the 14-day visitor quarantine before Memorial Day and let the National Parks open and we might be able to save our
businesses. Seriously, we don’t handouts. Just let us open.
Just need to get state reopen.
Loss of income.
Monthly operating expenses, other than basic utilities, not covered. Examples: Property taxes, other taxes, insurance,
repairs, web/email hosting, debt payments, dues, etc. The limited funds already received only cover payroll and some
utilities through end of May- we need relief that covers at least two more months of these expenses.
Mortgage or other fixed costs forgiveness.
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Mortgage relief! I don't have employees so didn't qualify for the PPP and only received $1,000 from EIDL but have suffered
over $60K in reservation cancellations.
Need more time for an extended downturn.
No income and no help with mortgage payments or operating expenses.
None.
Paying insurance is hard.

Payroll protection plan I am owner and I also do all the cleaning laundry yard and everything I should be eligible I pay me so I
can pay all my bills.
PPP Loan structure did not do much for my business given I have a relatively small payroll to overhead ratio.
PPP only covers 25% of the loan for mortgage, insurance etc. 75% is for 8 weeks of payroll. So, all the bills still need to be
paid and we are running at a deficit.
Product chain, availability of cleaning supplies and PPE.
Property taxes, utilities, services like garbage, CVB, and other marketing expenses that can benefit the lodging.
Property taxes. Our property taxes will be due shortly after what we hope will be the worst of this pandemic, and we will not
have cash on hand/available to meet our tax obligations.
Revitalizing tourism Yellowstone not open.
SBA injury recovery loan. Still waiting
Self-employed assistance.
Small seasonal businesses cannot afford to operate at a lower level of business or with such a high degree of uncertainly hence we must close for the season. I think the emphasis now should be on helping small tourism related businesses survive
the loss of an entire season in the hopes of remaining open in the future. Many of us will have to close our doors for good
without some kind of assistance for our FIXED costs.
The aid that we need is for Montana to lift the quarantine and the NPS will open Yellowstone National Park so we can at
least get nearby travelers to come to our business.
The biggest gap is that the PPP Loan did not cover any of my seasonal employees, because the language of the application
only allowed me to look at January 2020 through the end of February 2020 for payroll. This is because I was considered a
new business (reorganized a partnership I was a part of into a S-Corp in August 2019) and all my employees work April October.
The governor's 14-Day Quarantine order is killing our business. At least 90% of our vacation rental clients come from out of
state and their average stay is for 5 to 7 days. As such, bookings are canceling at an alarming rate because of the 14-Day
Quarantine order! It needs to be lifted immediately; otherwise, MT is killing its tourism industry!
The grants would have been nice to get because of the no pay back. They should have had more of these.
The mom and pops need more financial help without paying interest rates. We are just digging ourselves deeper in debt.
The PPP has a 75% payroll provision. This is not exactly helping us because we have laid off 90% of the staff. We will treat
the grant as a loan as a result.
The PPP Loan was not helpful at all as it happened several weeks after I had already had to let staff go and stop paying
myself. Then it's so limited to what you can use it for that once I received it I realized if I used it I was not going to be
forgiven since I wasn't going to re-hire my 5 employees plus myself to maintain the current employment status required. We
are closed! I'm not going to bring staff back for 8 weeks only to then lay them back off again since we are trying to sell the
business and close.
The PPP money is specifically targeted towards keeping people employed. My bank is helping with debt relief. However, we
still have all of the hard costs of owning hotels. Taxes, insurance, utilities, maintenance. It is hard to cover these when there
are no guests. Some sort of operational relief would be appreciated.
The SBA loans are still being processed, EDIL and the PPP. The business bank; Bank of Bridger refused to help unless we
completed a mountain of paperwork and completed all taxes for 2019, not even one mortgage payment deferred.
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The tax bills have been big payments. The accommodations tax that was due last week and the coming property tax due the
end of May are very concerning. Any help in those area would be great. With not revenue stream, those payments are
enormous and I suspect many will or have not paid them.
The UI for owners is based on a ridiculous equation. We should be able to go off profit not after we have paid every penny
for bills!! We still have those bills!!
Uncertain at this time.
US gov't totally unprepared in and for any crisis in all areas of survival. Too little, too late. More "be prepared" for each
state/area. State gov'ts work together, as needed. Must take care of self and care for others, at a distance. Living in the
frontier, we stock food year-round but have lost some sense of food chain security.
VERY slow response to EIDL applications, thus, this question is impossible to answer.
We applied for PPP before the seasonal calculation for payroll costs was passed. We would have been able to get much
more help had this calculation been in place in the beginning.
We are struggling with utilities - they are HUGE expense for us. We are going to apply for the business assistance grant
through state of MT but the funds are limited and we probably won't see any of that. We may have to let employees go if
we do not have business resume after June!
We are trusting Gov Bullock' aid will help MY small business like ours. We have been in hospitality for 27 years and love it.
We did not pay our TOT after it was submitted for Q1. We need those funds to pay bills. We will not be able to pay our
property taxes this month. One hotel - in Helena - has a 7.5% property tax for revenues. That can’t be paid... and needs to
be reduced to a reasonable amount.
We did not receive the SBA EIDL advance, which was a forgivable grant we planned to use to backpay employees for lost
hours due to cancellations.
We have only been able to receive unemployment. My opinion is most small businesses have fallen through the cracks while
our government does nothing.
We have told our staff to look for employment elsewhere because of lack of business, and are hoping we will be able to
open later. But if this money must be used within two months, I only have the one full time employee, and won't be able to
use all these funds on salaries.
We motels have absolutely no guidance on best practices for reopening in a way that's safe for staff and guests.
We need help with rent and all other bills. The PPP loan covers 75% for payroll when there are very few reservations.
We've been creative creating work, but we're losing money. 25% covers very little rent and bills.
We need tax breaks all the way around.
With no out of state travelers allowed it will be impossible to recover. We need assistance due to the additional time we are
in recovery due tourism being halted.
With the restrictions on PPP and lack of business, we'll have to terminate personnel once the PPP $ run out, unless they
make adjustments to the PPP.

Do you know why you did not receive aid? Please explain.
Aid applications are still pending for my hotel portfolio.
Applied. Government slow to release funding. Waiting.
Because we don't have regular employees, just our children, we did not qualify for wage reimbursement.
I applied for the SBA EIDL grant but did not receive anything. I don't know why. I don't have employees so am not eligible
for the PPP.
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I do not know why I did not receive aid. My PPP application with Wells Fargo has been in a queue since the first round of
federal funding. There is no one to call and no way to contact them. I receive the same email every day tell me I am in the
queue and ask me to be patient. I have a confirmation email from EIDL application from 2 weeks ago telling me they will
contact me 5-7 days and I have not heard from them since. I originally applied for unemployment on Montana Works site. I
am a sole proprietor so I had to reapply for unemployment on the new portal for sole proprietor and independent
contractors and it tells me it is being processed but still no money. I was told my stimulus check was in the mail and I have
not received that either.
I have not been told any reason. I fully researched which aid I was qualified and sent in appropriate application. I have
received confirmation it was received.... but no outcome. The benefit for one has changed from $10,000 to essentially
$1,000 per employee. Originally having employees was not a limiting factor for application. Rules changed I guess.
I just applied yesterday.
I tried to apply but they ran out of money before I could get on the website.
In process??
It hasn't come yet, but we should be getting some soon
It is taking the Federal Government too long.
It is taking time to hear back.
Loan is getting processed.
Money ran out of first round of SBA assistance.
No.
No idea.
No idea. We've talked to the bank, Rep. Gianforte, Sen. Daines and they all say the same thing. The money has been
dispersed.
No, I am thinking of finding someone to help me with that.
No. Our guess is that this disconnect is the result of disorganization and a lack of competency on a variety of leadership
levels.
Not eligible for federal aid. Just applied yesterday for MT state aid.
Not enough employees.
SBA claims they "lost our application" but we have a confirmation number.
SBCA Loan in process.
Slow Federal Government reaction. Applied still waiting.
Still pending/no response.
The program ran out of money.
To my knowledge it hasn't been denied, we just haven't received it yet.
too many applying, got money before my ap came up.
We don't qualify since we don't have employees.
We our and LLC, have no employees only 1099 workers all the income goes to pay the mortgage. So, my husband and I do
not take payroll from our LLC. This is why we did not qualify.

Please comment on how you think your local/regional/state tourism marketing
organizations could help you moving forward.
Advertising that social distancing is easy in some parts of Montana.
Open up Yellowstone National Park.
Promote healthy lifestyle and Montana No. 1 wellness during the Covid scare.
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14-day quarantine policy for out of staters MUST be removed for us to get ANY business!!! YNP OPEN!!!!
Advertise in Arizona.
Advertise to tourists that Montana is open for them to come and see our beautiful state.
Advertising closer to home. Get Yellowstone National Park open
Advertising the state and our national parks.
Advertising when the state and YNP opens. We need to let people know and that we want them here.

Allow us to get our RV's in the park without a 14-day quarantine. I'm getting daily calls from potential bookings telling me
the surrounding RV parks are allowing bookings with no quarantine and if this is so, why? We risk losing our business license
according to cityofwhitefish.org. It's not that people aren't calling to stay I'm turning them away!!!
Almost all of our vacation rental houseguests are from out of state, and because of the 14-day quarantine, many are
cancelling. May help lure in-state guests to visit once Yellowstone opens? We'd gladly give in-state discounts. Also, we don't
know if we would be able to get any government assistance since we don't really have non-contract employees. Any
assistance you could provide owners of small businesses would be appreciated.
As safety takes number 1 priority, we could let folks know that MT has way fewer cases now. About down the road, testing is
the only way and the orange faced baboon in the white house doesn’t care about what really happens to anybody but him!
Ask people to come to Montana this summer, not another year!
At this point the only solution is finding a vaccine for this virus. Nothing has changed the virus is just as capable as it was in
the beginning.
Attract in-state visitors who won't have to quarantine.
Big Horn River businesses always get left out of any and all recognition from the State. So, I suppose this will be no different.
I have zero confidence any help will come this way.
By promoting in-state travel.
By promoting little towns of Montana and help with attractions. We struggle with very little winter revenue. Helena doesn't
need a big beautiful museum.
By providing marketing support to drive business to our area.
By working together to promote Helena in general.
Chambers of commerce could definitely help with marketing to local (in-state) residents. Yellowstone National Park could
reduce or eliminate fees for people who are residents of the three states in which Yellowstone lays.
Continue marketing as usual with state updates on regional websites. Push staycations. Keep worldwide hiking/cycling
enthusiasts informed of parks/trails openings and US border openings.
Directed marketing towards close to home vacations as opposed to the normal nationwide or international approach.
Don't know.
Encourage healthy people to not live in fear, stop trying to terrify people with inflated fear mongering propaganda.
End the 2-week quarantine and open up the parks.
Excuse taxes, provide grants.
Focus on regional travel and how the outdoors in Montana for travel is more safe than for social distancing.
Focus on what Montana has outside for tourism.
Follow all the health department guidelines. Put lives before dollars.
For the accommodations tax we must collect, I would like to see the state do an aggressive marketing program.
Free specific marketing for vacation rentals.
Get a vaccine for Covid. Not much will change till that happens.
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Get more people traveling.

Get the state through the Phases and advertise it. Advertise in neighboring states. Driving is a great option. Parks need to
open and all state parks. Ridiculous to close them. Sell the outdoors. Risk is so low. Everyone has been quarantined except
the lucky "essential workers". We need tourists. This is the largest income producer for the state! Welcome guests!
Grant money.
Have more time to band together as a group, share communications of letters to governor with numbers.

Having all state (and federal) parks open will help many tourism businesses -- it is how Flathead County survives each year,
from business June through September. It is imperative Glacier Nat’l Park be OPEN and people allowed to travel. Market for
"Staycations"!!!! TY
Honestly I think as soon as people can travel safely we will all move forward. Aid would help so I can play employees this
summer.
I am most concerned at this point that the Fall Season will fail. Our normal guests during the fall are elderly and/or of the
age group that has been financially hit the hardest. I fear that the elderly will be hesitant to travel and the younger adults
with no kids in school will not be able to afford to travel due to job loss. If we were to focus on education for the elderly and
another market segment to replace the younger travelers we may be able to partially save the fall Season.
I believe Montana is such a beautiful state Montana residence should vacation locally.
I believe more than marketing or advertising, we all need access to a state-controlled clearing house for cleaning supplies as
well as proper training etc. to implement the proper methods for keeping our communities, employees and guests safe.
I believe they are doing all they can now.
I don't think marketing could help much when people don't want to travel during a pandemic.
I have no idea. This is going to be a scary wait and see what happens. This town and Chamber of commerce is doing a good
job keeping us informed but there are just too many businesses applying and not enough money in the coffers to do much
good. Do the math.
I honestly don't think we can recover anything this entire year. I believe the best we can do is to position ourselves for a
banner year next year when the pandemic is under control and we have some certainty.
I think most travel will be by car this summer. Cheap gas and not many people are ready to get on an airplane. Flathead
county will be additionally affected if Glacier Park is limited, marketing the area otherwise.
I think the marketing for tourism has been good thus far....COVID-19 has changed all the world, travel and lifestyle. I am
nervous about those who do not take the precautions seriously, those who don't plan to change how they interact with
others and those who deny the virus is still contractable. I would like to see a continued push in marketing throughout the
world, maybe less in the most impacted areas of COVID-19.
I think the state of Montana should focus on the promotion of all parts of Montana, not just the National Park areas and the
mountain scenery. There is more to Montana than just what they promote.
I think they are doing a great job trying to help us all out.
I think things are as good as can be expected with all the uncertainty and unfamiliar problems.
I would like money to keep my property going. I don't need it for lost rentals, just to keep the property clean, mowed,
plowed, etc.
I'm impressed with both Glacier county’s efforts to push for love now explore later. Also, Destination Missoula is providing
information to us a members as well! We are a KOA campground and KOA Inc. is huge in helping push rebooting camping!
We are grateful for everyone making concerted efforts on the local level.
If no one is moving, even they can be spending money needlessly. That is why lowering rates does not help. They are just not
moving yet. Montana's come see us later ads are touching to us - but we need to be careful how much is spent now. I think
when things open it will be helpful to reach regionally for advertising. Drive market will be important.
I’m not sure.
In-state drive market tourism.
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In-state marketing emphasis for 2020. Not sure we want 5 million tourists this year from states that have ongoing COVID-19
problems. Market Montana's splendor to Montanans who probably don't want to go to Disneyland this year, but want to do
something with the family.
It depends on when we encourage out of state travelers.
It really is more dependent on when Yellowstone reopens and how they Park manages visitors.
Just educate consumers that it is safe to travel.
Keep the marketing going regionally/state online sites. Stress staycation for state residents. Clarify in state non-travel and
14- day quarantine directives by governor.
Lay people off and spend resources on campaigns that look to the future.
Lift travel ban immediately.
Lobby efforts to reopen the state.
Lobby gov to get out of the way.
Lobby the governor to relax restrictions and open lodging facilities quickly.
Local chamber, state and federal marketing efforts need to release mandates on business and promote guidelines for all
locals and visitors to social distance, use caution with personal hygiene and stay home if not well. Open all businesses and
facilities as usual to reduce impact further to business.
Local people are very much against us inviting the public to come to Montana. That is a concern.
Maintain top of mind awareness for potential travelers.
Market to the outdoor adventurer rather than non-active sightseers.
Market within the state.
Marketing that encourages visitation to our national parks while social distancing would help.
Maybe keep me informed of any help we may be able to receive with this. Showcase the area and rental as a respite after all
of this. A place to heal, etc.
Money. We need active lobbying for relief. Telling people to come later is fine, but EVERYONE is doing that. There isn't one
state tourism agency not saying the same thing.
Must continue, as usual, with what we have to work with, adjust spending, as needed. Keep local/regional/state tourism
promotions out there, as our state highly depends and will not survive without tourism. Keep marketing simple but to the
point. Work with the national park system to open all parks and trails. Use common sense.
My accountant said I did not qualify for any loan program. It would be good to have a hot line that we could ask direct
questions to you guys and get an answer. Maybe there is one but you have not pushed it. All you send out is questionnaires
which is good but not really of any help on the war front.
New marketing to bring people to town.
No clue.
No comment.
No idea.
None.
Not sure they can, this is an unpredictable time with politics seemingly more important than resolutions.
Not sure. I think everyone is going what they can and that is great! Locally Big Sky pulls together for those in need.
Once the 14-day quarantine is lifted that word needs to get out to the country.
Open Glacier and Yellowstone Parks and Open Hot Springs sooner rather than later. No one is coming to MT while these
venues are closed!
Open Glacier National Park.
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Open Glacier Park Now.
Open up the state.

Open up to neighboring states.
Open Yellowstone.
Pay people to stay at our place (just kidding).
Perhaps these organizations could, in the midst of all this madness, begin differentiating between our being part of a hostel
community vs. perpetually bundling us as a vacation rental, hotel or motel. Our business model is intentionally made to be
different so deserves to be recognized as such.
Press the governor to stop the 14-Day Quarantine order and announce formal opening of Yellowstone National Park immediately!
Promote local (in state) travel, promote car travel for now, then when the time is right, promote Montana for all.
Promote Montana for it's wide open spaces but must apply safety recommendations during certain activities.
Promoting business travel.
Promoting State of Montana residence vacationing in their state.
Publicity and grant writing assistance would be nice.
Push on government travel restrictions to be lifted.
Put pressure on/request governmental entities to offer tax deferrals.
Quit telling the world to come later or next year. That doesn’t help tourism for this year.
Rather than emphasize national or international marketing try to push local. We have put together a list of what we consider
driving distance for guests. Who wants to get on a plane? Also put pressure on the Dept. of Interior to get the National Parks
open.
Reaching out to individual businesses, maybe with a shout out or marketing assistance. Overall PR for the state that tourism
is open would be welcome. Continue to promote optimism with beautiful imagery.
Really don't know. Everyone is too afraid of liability and the uncertainty!! Governor needs to step up and be a leader!!
Remove the mandate for out of state travelers. Stop spreading fear for our healthy population.
Reopen carefully with everybody's safety in mind.
Right now, it is a double-edged sword. We need the room nights, but feel odd promoting outside people to come to town.
This is bound to spike the infection rate as things open up, and it feels wrong to be a part of creating that spike.
Sadly, local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations are forced to reflect the macro approach to marketing of the
whole of those within. While that is helpful, a small business like mine Boulder Creek Lodge Montana in Hall, Montana needs
a micro approach to micro marketing of defined abilities. This is in stark contrast to the generic statewide approach the
local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations are forced to provide.
Seems they focus more on the larger communities with concentrations of businesses and tourism that follows and the
smaller communities tend to get their overflow.
Send business our way.
Someone to help navigate loans, grants, etc. It is confusing and hard to keep up with what is available.
Stop passing false information. Speak of the positives not "doom and gloom".
Stop the quarantine for out of state tourists. You cannot get the virus from the great outdoors.
Support small hotels and B&B’s get away from booking giants.
Talk to the governor.
Target in state and regional travelers who may want to visit the national parks when there will be very few tourists. Our
hotels located in these locations are ready to serve these guests who will likely drive rather than fly.
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Testing. testing. Testing. Testing. testing. All inbound tourists must get Covid tests. Muster all forces. Incentivize sick people
to stay the hell away. Healthy tourists only!
The Governor of Montana, and Wyoming and Idaho need to make target date announcements so people will start to plan,
travel. Not saying we don't know dates, so we are not planning to go!
The problem going forward is the fear to travel, exposure to large groups of people and the uncertainty of the future. Our
biggest draw for our business is the National Parks, which are usually crowded. Are people going to travel to our parks?
The state needs to have a definite day for Phase III. They can always back off if they need to. The uncertainty is killing my
business!!
They are doing the best they can. We are a tourist and will just have to wait for the visitors to return.
They cannot do anything until the directive for only in state travelers changes to allow out of state. If they can get that
done, great!
They could be immensely helpful if they had funding, and could all work together with a strategic message targeted to
realistic high value markets. Without marketing, we are "dead in the water". Travel is discretionary, and we will lose out to
better-funded destinations if we are not marketed.
They have their work cut out for them. They’ve already damaged the prospect of saving this summer by telling people to go
away and come back later. How stupid is that?
They need to lobby for the reopening of the national parks.
To be more proactive and aggressive with sales & marketing efforts to drive short-term and long-term business directly to
the hotels that fund them.
True informed Collaboration instead of DMOS acting in silos.
Unsure.
We are all awaiting phase three to happen so we can start getting guests.
We are concerned what aid in adv will be without the facility tax coming in/too many cancellations.
We closed for the season due to the risk.
We get lots of help through internet review sites and Destination Missoula, also Travelers' Rest State Park. I am getting lots
of calls from folks wanting to book camping and I am having to turn them down for May and let them know we are uncertain
about June. I think we will be OK.
We have to open the park first. Without out that nothing is going to help.
We need department of commerce to target nearby and in state tourists to encourage travel when it is safe to do so.
We need to get tourism into the state. I understand keeping us safe by people staying out. I think the Governor has done an
excellent job and closing and opening correctly. I am very appreciative. The challenge is - what's good for the state and
what's good for the business are in conflict. Clearly - health wins over business. But to lose my entire life's work and be
dependent on federal/state funds to live - seems crazy to me - but it’s a possibility if there are not grants/loans to get
through this.
We need to market the drive-in tourism sector from the region. Montana has one of the lowest rates of infection and death
in the world, it makes no sense that regional tourism to remain locked down.
Well...you could possibly spread the notion that not all people who have been in any other state recently are necessarily a
clear and present danger...
What has hurt the most is the lack of an ending date for the current 14-day quarantine for non-essential travelers. No one
from out of state knows if it will apply to July. Whoever decided to do a campaign with bed tax money telling people to
come back later should be shot in my opinion.
When quarantine lifts, promote tourism travel, that MT is "open for business". Establish testing of some sort so travelers
know if or when they may be exposed to health risks. Continue testing at airports, train stations and other points of entry such as borders.
With a major focus on domestic travel and regional travel - especially if Colorado eliminates 75% of their marketing budget.
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to your business and COVID-19 that you would like to share.
People are unable to travel to the region. People coming into the region for vacations are concerned about their family’s
health. This causes a loss of seasonal revenue.
14-day quarantine a bunch of BS!!
As a motel owner I am glad that businesses have started emphasizing cleanliness and sanitation, which in my opinion should
be happening all of the time, everywhere. In a mobile society where people from all over the world travel everywhere it is
essential that we prioritize keeping public spaces clean.
Being in Montana’s great outdoors is healthy. Being quarantined and not going outside of the home furthers they virus. A
study in NY confirmed that the people more likely to suffer and perish due to the virus were those especially the elderly who
stayed indoors quarantined. Businesses and the economy are being ruined! Use common sense!
Bring back the festivals.
Compliments to Mr. Bullock. Your quick action helped us be the best state in the union when it came to controlling this. I am
concerned about opening up recreational travel too early and bringing the virus back.
Consider a 12x14 or larger poster to get the travelers attention about Montana travel. To the point, so not to confuse
traveler on restrictions. I made copies of governor info for in guest rooms and posted in public areas.
Cooke City had news print out that we did not want people to come to Cooke City. I feel this was bad for our economy.
Guests that still want to come are calling to see if they will be welcome. This business cannot hold on after the winter that
we had up here.
COVID-19 has been devastating to lodging and tourism, travel industries in general. Generally speaking, I don't think there is
a full understanding or appreciation of how detrimental it's been. Having revenues reduced to almost -0- overnight was
impossible to predict or imagine, and is equally impossible to navigate and predict how/when/if the recovery will occur, how
long it will take, etc., which makes it almost impossible to budget, forecast, and anticipate when financial decisions have to
be made. While this applies to all businesses to some degree, it's especially true for small businesses such as ours.
Do not expect all to come from tourism membership of local regions, change/think outside the marketing box to enhance
travelers/tourists. Extend lodging tax to other businesses (restaurants, bars, gas stations) and take the burden off the
Lodging Industry. We won't survive, if overly taxed. Already at 8%.
Employment will be a challenge this year. Unemployment benefits will be a competition for pay. Hiring seasonal retired
personnel will put them at risk.
Everyone is financially hurting in running a successful year, without tourism and guests.
Get Yellowstone National Park open for any chance of any summer business.
Gonna have to bite the bullet and balance business with precaution. Travelers need to be diligent. Our community relies
heavily on travelers and tourists.
Governor having national guard check airlines is a joke and waste of time. Everybody is coming in by car.
Governor needs to open Montana back up to travelers (no 14-day quarantine) with all the social distancing and cleaning
protocols in place now- Montana can do this and still be safe!
Health Dept needs to settle down and quit showcasing themselves all the negatives. Common sense goes along way instead
of heavy restrictions that the business cannot not actually do and run a successful profitable business.
How will the 14-day quarantine for tourists be enforced?
I am actually concerned about people visiting from hot zones and bringing the virus to Montana. I think we have done a
great job of containing it. That is my biggest concern.
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I am caught in a difficult position in Glacier Country, as the Blackfeet Tribe has chosen to shut down all hotels/motels for an
undetermined amount of time, the State has begun the phased reintroduction but has not allowed interstate travel, and the
National Park has decided to remain closed until further notice. So many of the services and concessions that operate in
Glacier will not operate this year, from tour buses, shuttles, and boat tours, greatly reducing the draw of Glacier-- tourists
will not be able to do much here. Our small community is used to a "Phased Reopening" because we do this every season
dependent on weather. Glacier slowly opens different parts of the park, and local seasonal businesses open at different
times following the trend of tourists. Some open in early May, a few more in late May, and by mid-June, everything is up
and running. This organic growth method allows us to scale up to the millions of guests that visit Glacier each year, but in
2020, no one knows when we will be able to start, and we certainly don't know if the number of guests that may come here
will even support the number of businesses it typically does. With some businesses choosing to stay closed and others
deciding to open as soon as possible, we will most certainly see a really disjointed season on the east side of Glacier. There
are too many unknowns for the small businesses here. COVID-19 will ensure we have no foreign labor, it has led to
tremendous numbers of cancellations, and it will drastically reduce the number of guests in the area. I do not believe that
we will field a strong enough infrastructure to support the number of guests that will arrive, despite the drastic reduction in
number of guests I expect.
I have a motel and RV park. People don't pass through to stay, makes it very difficult to pay the bills. The PPP plan is until the
end of June, don't think I will be in much better shape for the rest of the year. We are a ghost town!
I have time to work on a vegetable garden.
I lost rental business when people had to shelter in place. Some of my month to month renters left to be with their families
and a lot of short-term nightly business cancelled too. My rentals for July August and September still look okay. If Covid-19
shuts our summer down I might have to make more adjustments. I have a plan either way. Expect the worst but hope for the
best :-)
I love the new ad campaign. Montana will wait for you. Safer to wait to travel. Honestly, I don’t think it’s safe to have
tourists come yet.
I thank our public officials for their help & guidance. It’s time we are respected to be entrusted with our lives. We have
respectfully adhered to 1 life too many. Let’s HONOR those 16 lives caught up in this ‘surprise attack’ of unprecedented
mayhem, by NOT continuing down this destructive path. SURPRISE NO LONGER. Day 50ish. We’ve been trusted all our lives
to make this state & country great... I think after 7ish weeks trusting our Governor, he should reciprocate!!! Living in MEDIA
DRIVEN FEAR is not how I imagined my GREAT STATE & NATION would fall! The fear should by now be turned into more
courage- taking responsibility “honing self-awareness and hygiene” like 2nd nature - as if economic & real life depends on it
.... Cuz it does. OWN IT. The numbers prove majority of us will not get sick nor die from this Covid. The vulnerable are being
protected.
I think the big promotional focus should be on Montanans vacationing in state, which would at least keep the focus off of
out of state visitors.
I would think that once Yellowstone Park opens, whether or not we have the 14-day quarantine, we would want, and
welcome in-state local travelers above all else (safer!). Maybe promote instate vacations with discounts?
I’m grateful to own a business in such a beautiful state. Many of my customers have visited previously. They were sad this
year to have to cancel. I’m sure they will be back. I truly believe this is a temporary situation and we can all get back into
business as soon as it is safe.
I’m worried that opening tourism will bring a new wave of Covid to our small community, and negatively affect businesses
and school reopening in the fall.
It is taking a big hit now but hopefully we will learn from this to be better prepared in the future. My primary booking time
is in January so we never anticipated this problem when we did most of our bookings. Park not being open has already hurt
our business. Last time was the fires in the Park that hurt us. Challenges are what make life interesting!!!
It would be nice to have guidance or "best practices" for all lodging facilities that offer food and drink.
Just the same as above. No one wants to come to the park and not be able to use our showers/bathrooms for 14 days or
forever how long their stay would be.
Kalispell specifically needs to make it easier to get liquor licenses.
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Keep people informed of real-time impact of COVID-19 and offer workshops, blogs and a chat-room for sharing information
about dealing with how Pandemics impact tourism and recreation. Also share ideas of coping with travelers and guests
through the state.
Last fall an official from Gov Bullock office visited Philipsburg and did a wonderful job of asking about how the Governor
could help the area improve. This was an outstanding effort. I personally provided several suggestions related to his visit. I
did receive a phone call in response to my idea, but sadly the promised to follow-through on my questions and ideas via a
call back from the Gov. office NEVER materialized. 1. There is no signage on either the east of west offramps onto highway
1 that provides those traveling on I-90 that Philipsburg exists or that it has restaurants, RV Parks, Camping, horseback riding,
hiking, gas station, grocery store. Many exists along I-90 have 3x3 signs with symbols and arrows for each of the topics I
defined. WHY NOT ON EAST AND WEST BOUND AT THE DRUMMOND EXIT? Montana is known world-wide for horseback
riding and there exists two northern Rocky Mountain Forest ranges that surround Philipsburg and my resort. Yet there exists
NO updated maps highlighting any horseback riding trails. WHY CAN'T A NEW HORSEBACK UPDATED MAP BE CREATED FOR
HORSEBACK RIDING IN GRANITE COUNTY? I have spoken to the local Forest Service and I was told budget constraints
prohibit any update from the outdated and horribly inaccurate maps available.
Less is more.
Lincoln depends on tourism to stay alive. We have been working on many projects to improve Lincoln with many events and
projects. The problem not many will not survive on a social distance program in effect. The state and local tourism have
been doing great. Just a bad disaster. No way to plan for something like this for business working on a 10% profit margin.
Most small business only can stand a week or two of down time. 2 months will break most.
Monitor state rest areas for increased activity and flow. Get to know your tourism areas and understand them. How do they
function, not how you perceive they function. Thank you for doing surveys.
N/A at this time.
N/A.
No tourism means bankruptcies and no employment and no tax revenue.
No Yellowstone Park in addition to having a 14-day mandatory quarantine for non-resident Montanans equals no
opportunity for business in a tourist reliant community.
None
Not sure what the EIDL HOLDS FOR US. We need a lifeline. We are successful business but need time. Our loan holders want
to evict us with no support.
Open Glacier National Park ASAP.
Open Glacier Park today!!!
OPEN THE NATIONAL PARKS!!!!
Opening Glacier National Park would help tremendously!
Others from out of state want to come here to get away from hotspots bringing with them their potential for spread. when
they arrive they want to go about business as usual and not even take precautions like wearing a mask in public.
Our camp host staff are all in the vulnerable age group as are we. My husband and I are both on chemo and have impaired
immune systems due to that so we were relieved when the health department suggested we keep restroom/shower room
closed this season. I am concerned for all of us in tourism that keeping restrooms adequately sanitized will be nearly
impossible. For dances we always have hand sanitizer available and clients are excellent at using it. We also have always
been very careful about cleaning all public use areas so that won't create much of a change. But for all of us, we worry about
interstate travel. I am not eager to have to police a 14-day quarantine on campers coming in from out of state. Not sure how
to handle that.
Our industry is the hardest hit. We need to get reopened safely and quickly.
Our state depends on 2 things - tourism and farming. Neither were helped by the state government!! Governor needs to be
more concerned about the future and the business of the state than to his party!! We know how to keep people safe!
People that have made inquiries have been asking about longer stays.
Please keep Trump out of Montana.
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Please see my previous response.... Also, I was on the verge of ending this vacation rental gig anyway. So, I actually ended
my "relationship" with Dept of Revenue and collection of bed taxes. That is just another thorn in my side - zero funds ever
find their way to promoting Big Horn Valley businesses. Rant over. I am out.
Priority is not getting Covid and finding a vaccine, not on the economy. What good is a good economy to me if I am dead.

Recreation in wide open spaces, fresh mountain air, sunshine is healthy! Quarantining does not make for a healthy lifestyle
and does not promote the acquisition of immunity.
Same as above.
See above.
Small business is what make the Montana tourism industry so robust. If we lose the local small operators and relinquish the
industry to large corporate interests that have the capital to survive the loss of an entire season, the authentic nature of
Montana's tourism industry will forever change - to the loss of both the Montana economy and to the quality of the visitor
experience.
The 14-day quarantine limits out of state travel.
The aid proposal from MLHA related to lodging taxes would be a huge benefit for our industry.
The greatest threat to business is the one yahoo that brings the virus.
The hardest aspect of this has been the massive amount of cancelled reservations which each require then a refund.
Because there have been no new reservations being made the stats for the business are all off and there has only been
outgoing cash flow. I've had to ask guests to wait to receive their refunds because I have no cash to make those.
The Health Department is requiring events this summer to have Handwashing stations and other restrictions. I understand
that people need to stay clean and not spread disease but these events do not generate very much profit in the first place.
As a result, the events are not going to happen, and my business is missing out on some much-needed summer income.
The level of fear and misinformation is devastating to tourism, and tourism is a massive driving force for revenue in this
state. To extend our lockdown would be foolish and self-serving for our politicians. The time to wake up and cautiously take
our economy back is now.
The pandemic has decimated the lodging and hospitality business. Currently Montana has a 14-day quarantine for all nonessential travelers. We are not accepting any guests even if they want to stay for a night or 2 and break the rules. We plan
to close our business.
There is no way you can bring tourists into small towns and think they won't bring the virus with them. How will medical
facilities handle these out of state people. If we are just around locals, then our chances are better. I am 65 and have had
cancer so if I get it it's probably over for me.
This industry will have the biggest negative effect on the State's economy, because we likely could lose the $4 Billion that
out of state visitors bring into Montana annually.
This will be our 62nd year in the outfitting and guest ranching business. We have listed the ranch for sale. It may sell or it
may not. Has been on the market for two years. Regardless, we're wearing out and wondering if we will be able to go
another year. But probably will.
Thousands of dollars had to be refunded due to cancellations.
Tourism brings much needed $’s into our community. We have lost a major event and the business landscape in our
community will change because of it for several months. Our business community cannot survive without outside income.
Tourists that come to Montana plan their trips from Jan-March. Their trips average 1-3 months total with Montana being
one of many states they visit. The RV travelers I have spoken with all around the country are “taking this season off”. Due to
this the pandemic “ending” in the middle of the season will NOT create an instant recovery for us and we will have to find a
way to survive this winter with virtually no income for this entire year. No one will plan a long trip starting mid-season when
Phase 3 finally occurs. We need to reopen aggressively and trust people to use the tools we have all acquired in the past
months to exist and stimulate the economy safely. No one wants to spread this virus! We all know how to avoid it now! It is
time to trust people to use common sense, open our state and save our local small business from going bankrupt by the
thousands this winter. No two ways about it!
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We are dependent on Yellowstone being open. We cannot survive with it closed. It needs to open while implementing the
COVID-19 guidelines.
We are getting more cancellations daily so the percentage of decrease to our bookings, which is currently lighter as the
summer progresses may change.
We are ready to reopen. The quarantine needs to be lifted for us to stay in business and the NPS needs to reopen
Yellowstone or else we and many other businesses will not be able to withstand this difficult time. Trust us to do the right
thing in keeping the people safe.

We are scared for our community if Yellowstone reopens but are also being ravaged financially as a 6-month family-owned
business.
We are still worried about cancellations. If we could get the word out that things are starting to look up. Some positive news
with all of the depressing news out there. Videos, photos of the area etc. Maybe take a spot out on a national station?
We expect expenses will rise due to the increase time it takes to sanitize every potential guest contact area. This cost will be
redistributed towards guests.
We get cancellations daily. Our international bookings are gone and our national bookings have dried up. May - gone, June nearly gone, July - hanging in, August - still looks good, September - good so far. The worst that could happen this year
would be a bad fire season. That would eliminate the whole season for us.
We have been longstanding tax payers in the community, so it would be nice to get some relief from taxes and grants to
keep our hotel going.
We have resources available for the sick. We haven't had a new case of COVID-19 in our county in weeks. The continued
over-exaggerated fear and restrictions we are creating for ourselves are going to further cripple our economy. Let the
tourists back in without mandate. Let us make our income.
We need to be able to receive out of state travelers. 99% of my current reservations for the 2020 fly fishing season are from
out of state. Everyday, I get cancellations for the rest of the season. The longer this directive lasts, my guests will continue to
cancel.
We need to open up travel within our state. Next outside the state when it is safe
We need to promote in-state tourism so Montana folks will travel to other parts of the state. Promote motorcycle tourism
more.
We need Yellowstone National Park to announce when it will open. Nothing will happen until then!
Welcome guests. Let people know. If we can't welcome the 50% or less who are not scared to death, we need our full
yearly income. This is too much. We have a big mortgage. We have to have guests to survive. There are always risks. Enjoy
being outdoors and relaxing, having new adventures. Everything needs to stress we are open and welcoming. Stay away is
death. This is a larger risk than disease. People need to reassured. They have been terrified. Nothing is 100% safe. The
shutdown was to level the curve - NOT MAKE IT ZERO. We were lied to and it has destroyed our businesses.
What more can we say. It is much deeper than anyone would have expected or understood.
Whatever they do they better realize the gravy train ends for their cushy bureaucratic jobs when the 8% bed tax money
stops flowing. It’s fun for Montana residents to criticize tourists until the billions in revenue will disappear. Saving Montana
tourism and family businesses should have been a priority for our Governor but instead he’s more worried about taking
orders from the DNC.
Wish they would just make businesses to more to protect customers and employees and lift the 14-day self-quarantine for
out-of-staters. I would do whatever it takes, i.e. take temperatures, require masks, etc. The quarantine is killing businesses
in MT.
Without lodging from out-of-state there is essentially no tourism. The 14-day quarantine could be avoided with airport
screenings and border checkpoints. We are prepared to handle the cleaning and if people can drive through the state, eat at
restaurants and still fly in, why are lodging properties being restricted?
Yellowstone has still not announced an opening date for travel into the park. It has confused people that think it may stay
closed all summer. For goodness sakes open stuff up and get our economy going. Unemployment benefits are incentivizing
people that work seasonally to stay unemployed. They make more money. Montana also gets many seasonal employees via
J-1 visas and it is doubtful that it will continue or that those people will even be able to travel to the USA. As a result, even if
we do get a season started, we may not have enough people willing to work this summer.
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Yellowstone National Park needs to be opened immediately. Ocean City Board Walk, Outer Banks NC, parks in New York City
are opening now, these are all "hot spots". We have more open area and guests can maintain "safe distancing" here more
than there.

Appendix B: Comments by Outfitters and Guides

Outfitters who hire the guides and guides who are either independent or contracted by
outfitters.
If a long, slow recovery, how are you preparing or adjusting your business to endure that
gradual recovery?
Absolutely nothing. My business is at the mercy of the 14-day quarantine. I will work another job and hope we rebound in
2021.
Aggressive marketing.
Client bookings.
Contacting clients from years past to encourage them to come and fish.
Counting on SBA.
Cut employees and cost.
Cut expenses as much as possible, reduce investment of new equipment.
Cutting all costs.
Cutting all expenses.
Cutting any costs other than wages.
Cutting back on expenses, staff and perhaps looking for a job to fill in for the financial loss.
Cutting costs, proactively targeting potential clients.
Default on loan payments, reduce seasonal staff, maybe at the risk of losing the business.
Don't know.
Even though I have not had a cancellation, I expect it.
Federal and state grants help with shortfall.
Filing bankruptcies.
Haven’t figured out.
Hoping that non-residents will be allowed to visit Montana.
I do not have a good plan because I cannot even advertise or book trips until I know when the 14-day quarantine will end!!!
I have 4-1/2 have months to make or break my entire year. It was looking like one of my best summer for 2020. After all he’ll
broke loose I lost for the month of May $30,000 in bookings. June another$10,000. I have had only two reservations in the
past 8-weeks! Normally I get 10-per day!
I’ve taken another job.
Increased marketing practices.
Just in time staffing, cutting expenses
Just trying to increase our confidence that we will stay healthy and trying to make people understand that we will do
everything in our power to keep them safe.
Laying off employees and putting others on part time.
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Lower expenses.

Montana's non-essential travel ban and mandatory 14-day quarantine for non-residents has stopped outfitting and guide
services in its tracks. Once lifted it will take time to gain customer confidence. We have already commenced marketing for
2021 and 2022 seasons.
Most likely have a reduced staff.
No idea.
Not buying a new boat / equipment.
Nothing.
Pray for next year!
Praying.
Price reduction. Also, I took up a second job with a painting contractor on days I am not fishing to try and make up lost
revenue.
Probably will have to sell.
Reduced overhead, halted all marketing campaigns, adjusted cancelation policy, and may adjust pricing of trips if needed.
Reducing expenses.
Reducing inventory, laying off employees, taking out loans.
Reducing our expenses to match our reduction in income.
Reducing product offerings.
Reducing variable costs as much as possible. Pivoting on available services.
Selling it and moving out of state.
Shifting the audience we market to, doing day trips, cutting costs.
Some marketing and weather the storm.
Stop spending.

To many other moving parts. We need to see what happens with the airlines and visiting tourists from other parts of the US.
Trying to cut all costs and preserve operating capital.
Trying to promote our business more, trying to diversify into more guide school.
Trying to stop the bleeding until income comes in with new strategies.
Undetermined.
Unemployment.
Wait and see.
Waiting for the governor to allow tourists to come to Montana without quarantine.
Waiting it out. Living on savings.
Waiting to put the summer crew on that is already hired until we see some clients booking. Don't expect many while 14-day
quarantine is in place.
We are laying off employees and borrowing money.
We are trying hard to keep staff employed but this may be difficult. We had to close for May and most of June clients have
cancelled and we will open at 1/2 capacity in July as to do our best to keep everyone safe.
We have cancelled trips up until 8/25/20. We are laying off all staff and reducing all overhead to the lowest possible levels.
We have prepared for gradual recovery by going into to debt and taking out loans again.
We haven't invested or prepared (food, gear), I will find other work, hopefully.
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We rely on the out of state tourist visiting NW Montana. I have told my contracted guides to expect a 50-75% reduction in
available work until the out of state visitor is WELCOMED back.
Work harder, provide a quality service.

Working with bank. Not employing as many individuals. Trying to get the state to release more tags so we can recruit more
non-residents to Montana.

What other ways is your business dealing with being open during this pandemic?
90-100% of clients are non-resident so we may be required to close.
Business as usual.
Client bookings questionable.
Closed spring bear hunts. Closed trail ride. Expect a normal fall hunting season.
Cutting expenses.
Delayed opening 2 months.
Don't know. Never had to do this before.
Extra cleaning efforts.
Following precautions by CDC etc. communicating with clients, operating in open areas, rescheduling trips.
Following recommended guidelines set by state and county health.
Full sanitation of all equipment and surfaces.
Having clients drive their own vehicles to trailhead.
Horseback riding is Social Distancing at its best.
I am open, but no clients at this time. It is insane to think that nonresident clients are going to sit on their butts in Montana
for 14 days and then fish for a few!! NO common sense!!!
I only will be open in Oct and Nov. I would like an extended rifle season that would allow me to take smaller groups to allow
for less numbers in lodge.
I operate a fishing outing business, contracting with six guides. March-May is our slower season. We have not taken a single
non-resident fishing since we re-opened. We are trying to target residents more. We are asking questions about mandatory
quarantine, do you have symptoms, etc. We are taking fewer persons per trip because we don't want crowded boats. (all
our groups are considered family groups, we don't mix) We are not doing ANY out of state advertising. Sanitizing equipment
between outings puts odor on our gear that will be off putting to the fish we are trying to catch.
In till the 14-day quarantine is lifted for people coming in from out of state, the guide industry is doomed.
Limited number of guests, stay away from mass crowds.
Limiting amount of people in store, limited transaction types.
Limiting the number of guests in our store.
My business is down over 50% of normal bookings and I haven’t taken a reservation since the national shutdown.
N/A- my business doesn’t get rolling until June.
None it’s a scam.
Not allowed to dine out or visit convenient stores.
Not enough business to worry about this at this moment.
Not mixing groups yet and no clients in closed building spaces.
Not open yet but hope that a lot changes in the next month or two.
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Offering private ride options for guests. Modifying legal waiver. Created online program for onboarding employees.
Our business is entirely out doors.

Performing temperature checks on all employees and customers prior to service. Providing individual lodging for all guests.
Mandatory regular sanitation/disinfection of all touch surfaces in lodge and equipment.
Remote marketing rather than in person.
Require all guests and guide staff to wash hands regularly. Also sanitizing all surfaces in dining tents etc.
Sanitation of truck, boat and other equipment. Encourage clients to use and shuttle their own vehicles, and bring their own
lunches.
Severely reduced services.
Smaller groups, in-state tourists.
Still putting plan into text most likely will have short questionnaire for clients and take temperature.
Wait and see.
Waiting on Governor to clarify 14-day quarantine. We rely solely on out of state travel.
We are implementing a number of changes in our business, how we serve meals, cleaning. wash stations, new equipment
for sanitation and review all touch points and how to clean and protect staff and guest.
We are not open yet but expect to be in July.
We are not open yet but we already know due to the nature of our business, all the social distancing requirements will be
very challenging.
We are not open yet. We are planning on opening as soon as we are able too. Lots of changes will have to be made in our
typical process to open and provide safe working and recreational environment.
We are open and limiting the number of folks allowed in the store at any certain time.
We are writing up a plan for bike touring specifically and how to operate. There is no template and so we are creating one.
We aren't open due to restrictions, and don't know what or when we will be able to take Guests.
We canceled everything in June and moved it to July-August.
We cannot guide out of state anglers for day trips as they have to self-quarantine until phase III. This will likely result in
guides getting other jobs. It will reduce my contracted work force and cause me to scale my business back.
We don't have any reservations at the moment.
WE will be practicing Covid-19 best behavior throughout the entire year.
Will have clients provide their own shuttle to the river and their own lunches and beverages.
Without PPP, we would have been forced to let everyone go.

If yes, please comment on the usefulness of what your received.
1000 disaster fund.

1000 is always useful.
1000 ELD grant.
Every bit helps.
Funding to help cover the daily expense of keeping the business open.
Helps with lost revenue.
I have received $1,535 for small business loan far cry from 500 a day.
I received a $1000 deposit from EDIL. I have lost $10-$15,000 in business so far.
I received the PPP which definitely helps employees and a few other items. But in 8 weeks if we are not back up and running
then what?
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It has helped me to get by, but not to prepare for the future.

It is helping, but I’m afraid the funding will end before the business kicks back up to normal.
It is okay but a lot more of stipulations!

It took a long time to get PPP loan but we are happy with the amount and it came just in time. We also applied for EIDL but
have had no luck on that. The hardest thing has been getting in contact with unemployment office for back pay requests.
It will allow me to train crew if I can see some hope of a tourist season.
Minimum usefulness, because it’s not very clear on whether it is forgiven or a loan. A loan will just crush my business down
the road.
Not very.
Pay bills due to no income.
Payroll is useful
PPP critical.
PPP loan.
PPP loan.
PPP loan and EIDL loan.
PPP Loan, unemployment for independent contractors.
PPP to pay two months salary. This was very useful.
PPP useful but not made for a seasonal business. A very small piece of what we will lose.
PPP very useful.
PPP was a huge help.
PPP will allow us to have our employees.
PPP- this will be helpful as long as is will be forgiven. If not forgiven, we will have difficulty because we wouldn’t keep
everyone on payroll without it. We would greatly reduce employees.
Received 1000.00 from EIDL.
Received 2300 PPP grant/loan However must be used in first 8 weeks after receiving grant. Unfortunately due to Covid
regulations we delayed opening 8 weeks and I will need to return the grant.
Received PPP loan. Useful but may prove inadequate.
SBA - PPP Loan has allowed us to retain all seasonal employees despite the loss of business from April 13- June 13.
Stop gaps.
The aid was helpful, but only a band aid.
The paycheck was very helpful in keeping me and the other full-time employee paid up through June 1st. All our seasonal
guides have been on the $600 per week stimulus which has also been a life saver.
The PP loan/grant has been very helpful to maintain operation while experiencing a significant drop in revenue.
The PPP loan didn't account for seasonal employees so we sent it back because it was not enough to cover payroll.
The PPP program will help. I applied because I feared it would run out again. But, we haven't even begun to start our season,
which will mostly be canceled. The tourism/outdoor recreation activity has barely started and will the travel limitations and
weakened economy, we haven't even begun to see the affect. The 'help' thus far doesn't address the hurt we will see in the
coming months.
The PPP will be useful in replacing lost wages for June and July.
Very useful.
We have just been approved for the PPP program which will keep some employees on even if we cannot open.
We have received a small EID loan and PPP money. Both will be very useful.
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We have received PPP loan and took out a line of credit with our local bank as well. We will surely need more funding in the
future since this will impact our business deep into 2021.
We received a PPP loan during the second appropriation. Unfortunately, guidance came out changing the amount for
seasonal business after we were approved for our loan. The PPP we got will be helpful, but will only cover payroll costs for 6
weeks, during which time we are not very busy since we are more of a summer-based business and things don't get rolling
until July.
We received the PPP - not useful to sustaining our business. Can pay our employees, but not much else.
We received the PPP loan and we are using this for wages, but as a seasonal business the timing of this loan was not good. I
should have asked for more funding as when we add in utilities and rent we will not have enough money for the eight
weeks.

Please comment on gaps in aid that would help you now (i.e. what has fallen through the
cracks).
Aid for daily business expenses, insurance, gas, supplies, taxes, inventory.
Aid in helping with Guest Refunds, 2020 inventory payments.
Applied for State of Montana business stabilization funds this morning, will have to wait and see what happens.
Cancellations due to virus and disappointed clients who did not draw the non-resident license for elk.
Did not qualify for PPP.
Issues on claims.
EIDL loan and back pay for unemployment.
Funding for enforcement of quarantine. Funding for testing. Funding for PPE for businesses like mine.
Get SBA to respond to disaster relief applications.
Getting Yellowstone National Park open!!!
Grants to cover measures we are having to take to maintain social distancing guidelines (more vehicle rental, cleaning
supplies, more payroll because of time needed to disinfect). Also, to be able to re-apply for PPP as we applied before they
changed their guidelines about what months you could base your rate off of.
Have the governor lift the 14-day quarantine.
I am not sure what can help, the new grant from the governor will be beneficial. There is so many things that are falling
through the cracks as our guest can't travel because of restrictions and safety concerns. We also want to follow regulations,
as I would feel terrible if someone got sick on my watch.
I don't need for aid or loans or grants or anything else. We just need to be able to operate.
I don’t think anybody has really considered that a seasonal tourism-based business has but 4 months to make it. We will
need assistance that is equivalent to our annual net income to survive. Unfortunately, we have received just 2.5 times our
monthly average, which falls way short of what I need to support my family.
I have a record of canceled trips. Why can there not be any compensation for this?
I still have to feed livestock even though I have no income because of uncertainty, and people have to plan to book with me
several months and even years in advance so I am losing business for the 2021, 2022 seasons and beyond. This will get
forgotten about when it comes to funding, the funding will stop and I will still be requiring aid in the next few years and that
is IF things get back to normal, if they don’t then I will be forced into bankruptcy.
Immediate, longer term low interest loans would help address repayment concerns of existing loans if the economic
recovery is slow.
It will not sustain us indefinitely. Economy must return.
Lack of income.
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Long term low interest loan.
March and April!

Need more time to utilize PPP grant. Still waiting to hear about my EIDL loan.
Need state aid but because of bureaucratic mistake on behalf of the Dept. of Revenue, am unable to apply for state aid.
No help for start-up monies that trickle up through the economy.
None. State response has been exemplary.
Payroll is the only thing covered. Unless EIDL loan comes to fruition it's gonna be tight.
Property taxes relief would have been nice, seeing as how many businesses were totally shuttered.
Single business owners without employees, my general contractors who I’m not allowed to pay through PPP and whom
cannot apply for PPP themselves.
Small business loans and help.
Substantial unrestricted grants are needed to cover mortgage relief.
The 14-day wait is a major concern for many operations. I am private property and it does not apply but it is still a major
economic hit for many.
The aid is focused more on businesses with employees and not with businesses that work together with other independent
contractors.
The problem is the PPP funding came too early, when we really didn't need it. It would be better to have come after
businesses were opening again. In addition, as a business owner I am mostly not covered by unemployment insurance if I
keep my business operating, even without pay.
The SBA loan would help manage the loss of income, but we already have debt that we are struggling to pay so just adding
more debt may only put off the inevitable.
The seasonal employer exception that Senator Daines announced came in too late. I could not amend my application. It
would have allowed me to receive more than double what I did receive.
The state needs to provide outfitters in with non-resident tags for elk so they can make up for lost revenue.
We are hoping to stay as close to the black as possible and not take on too much new debt because of COVID. We must
continue to operate our business to do so. However, operating during these times has increased costs. We are an outfitting
business that operates in the wilderness. Having to limit our party size from 15 to 10 will have a big financial impact for us.
As will the cost of shuttling multiple vehicles and other policies to keep people safe. It is difficult to take financial business
losses plus have the added costs of providing for health and safety and the increased marketing to appeal to new clientele.
I'm not complaining. It is important to me to do the right thing and be supportive. This is just our little economic microcosm.
I am also concerned about keeping seasonal staff in line with new protocols.
We did not receive enough money to borrow. Borrowing traditional money has slowed due to the time banks are spending
on the PPP. Many banks have also quit issuing lines of credit.
We have applied for an EIDL grant/loan but have not heard a word on that piece of the puzzle. Our PPP loan is very small
and will not provide much in the way of help.
We have lost 1/3 of our revenue for the year; applied for federal grants to include COVID-19 Economic Injury Disaster Loans;
however, have not received funding to take our firm from now until the beginning of the next hunting season. Bridge
financing should be provided for seasonal businesses based on need.
We will take anything.

Do you know why you did not receive aid? Please explain.
Application was filled out, submitted and finally heard it was still in place to get approval, but nothing!
Applied for EIDL have not received anything. PPP program didn't make sense to apply for as my S-corp wages were so low.
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Banks are very slow in providing PPP applications/funds. Also, EIDL is glacially slow from SBA.
Delayed & out of money.

Everything is set up online, that is to say, that in this day and age it has become increasingly more difficult to speak to a
caring individual. For this reason, I think it is easy for the powers that be to promise all sorts of things, but, get away with not
responding to claims! Of course, the big businesses get all they want.
Guidelines have kept changing & reducing. As a seasonal employer, I don't have help over the winter, but can't take
bookings as to travel restrictions, and unsure how long this will last.
Has not yet processed. Waiting for a response.
I am not sure... filled out the forms... have confirmation numbers that it went through to SBA. Haven’t received anything as
of Monday.
I applied but have not been approved or denied.
I run my own business, no employees.
Just applied so I'm sure it will take a little time.
Just filed for grants today. Will know in 5-7 business days.
No.
No we've applied but have received nothing.
No word yet.
Processing claim.
Ran out of money.
Still in the works.
Still under review.
UI-won't provide any answers (cannot get through to them) PUA- won't release funds because I originally signed up with UI
SBA-still haven't heard back about EIDL loan.

Please comment on how you think your local/regional/state tourism marketing
organizations could help you moving forward?
Aggressive marketing. Use our natural resources as a draw.
At least stop marketing by telling people to stay away, we're not open. It's idiotic. This is not a light switch - if you are telling
people in May to stay away, they sure as hell are not going to come this summer. If the state doesn't want tourists this year,
at least shut up and don't have idiotic marketing messages that are out there right now.
Be really clear on how to best serve customers and what the guidelines are etc. with the outfitting/guide industry. Clients
are going to need to feel safe to travel to come out and enjoy recreating in Montana.
Find a vaccination.
Focus on drive market if the international and national visitation can’t come here like normal.
Free advertisement.
Free fishing license to out of staters that plan an upcoming trip.
Get Montanans to recreate locally with a guide.
Get the 14-day quarantine moved to phase 2. This is killing our business and if we are going to save our season, we need our
clients to visit.
Get the people the money who need it, cut red tape, streamline processes, lift 14-day quarantine.
Get with SBA and get them to respond... 6 weeks no word.... grants and marketing dollars.
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Have a date when the 14-day quarantine for people arriving from out of state will be lifted.

Help make adjustments to 14-day travel quarantine requirement which is creating mass cancellations.
Help on client bookings.

I actually think local/regional/state tourism marketing organizations do a pretty fair job. The only thing I can think of moving
forward is to increase the budgets and increase the efforts to get the state tourism industry back on its feet.
I've been in contact with Glacier County Tourism and the Governor’s Office. After talking it out they were un-able to provide
clear cut directive (meaning black and white). The conversations have been helpful to form our own opinion which was to
cancel trips and no bring tourists to our state. That said our main competitors are multi state companies who will bring out
of state folks to Montana and I believe that is unsafe and unfair.
If the quarantine is lifted, tourists are still going to be leery traveling so marketing will have to be directed at overcoming the
fears so they realize it is safer here than where they are coming from.
If they can somehow encourage in state residents to vacation in NW Montana, that can help. But if Glacier continues to
announce they will be offering less and less services to those that DO visit, many will not come at all, except for a one-day
drive through... We MIGHT benefit from being one of the FEW services that will be offering activities to those who do come
but that is a big "if". My business must have the out of state visitor, coming to recreate in NW Montana (primarily in Glacier).
In-state marketing - push local tourism, staycations, etc. This might be futile if everyone is low on disposable income.
Encourage non-residents restrictions be lifted.
It appears that some "tourism" appointees have taken it upon themselves to now become health experts. I would appreciate
it if tourism departments were doing all they can to find ways to open tourism, not send us emails on why we can't. There
are enough people telling us no, I don't need the people who are supposed to be promoting my industry telling my why I
can't operate.
It seems as though each and every branch of government local/regional/state are currently trying to interrupt contradictory
actions and quite frankly all seem to be passing the buck from the top to the bottom and then back to the top without any
clear instruction being provided to the business owners.
Keeping us up to date on State regulations, giving us ideas on how to pivot.
Lift the 14-day quarantine restriction so we can stop losing all of our out of state business which is most of our revenue!
Lift the nonresident 14-day quarantine.
Lobby the governor's office and lift the 14-day quarantine. Lobby for free testing for all out of state arrivals.
Market to Montana, not New York.
MOGA is great. Doing all they can.
Montana is safe, welcome guests.
Montana needs to be quite clear to consumers when it is open for business. Putting out a welcome mat - at some point in
the future - is important as the gradual rollback of restrictions does not send a clear message.
More local/regional marketing short term to capture clients who don't choose to fly, emphasize safety of travel to MT and
staying in MT--once testing and tracing measures are in place to guarantee this
National advertising would help.
No comment.
No idea?
No Idea.
Not sure.
Open up the state with care.
Open Yellowstone we may have a chance for a summer!
Open Yellowstone!
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People will come to Montana it’s just difficult to provide services like before.

Press the Governor to take off the 14-day quarantine restriction on out of state clients!
promote Big Sky as a gateway to Yellowstone.

Promote Montana and open the state for tourism. Make people aware that this is a good time to visit Yellowstone and
Glacier.
Promote outdoor activities like fishing charters.
Promote the outfitting industry to boost our economy.
Promote travel for locals and residents across the state
Push the Governor to rescind 14-day quarantine and let us as outfitters operate on public lands we are a public land based
operation and we are shut down due to 14 day quarantine.
Put heat on the governor to drop the 14-day quarantine.
Reassuring visitors that it is very safe to come.
Release the 14-day isolation for non-residents if they go with an outfitter. It would go a long way.
Removing the 14-day quarantine.
Run adds for the general outfitting business in markets close to Montana.
Send out a clear message to out of state tourists on how the Phased re-opening of Big Sky effects their travel plans. Anglers
are calling thinking we are open and able to guide them in the first two phases, which realistically we cannot (without selfquarantine).
Social media and email blasts about Yellowstone and the (current) opening date of June 15th.
Stop telling tourists not to visit.
Take away the quarantine for tourists so they can and will come to Montana.
Talk to the Bullock and try to talk common sense!!
Targeting areas that were hit harder (Indian reservations) due to increased regulations.
Tell everyone about the quarantine and pressure governor to set criterion for lifting to give clarity to businesses about
whether they should just shut doors for the summer or keep spending in hopes of staying open.
They can support more Smaller Businesses with aid than assisting huge corporations that can write off their losses on taxes.
They can’t. Willful ignorance rules the day.
They really don't help my business, but I believe they are important.
Unlimited lion hunting licenses for region 2 for 2 years to reduce population.
We are trying to appeal to in-state clientele. Maybe some kind of campaign to support their local tourism and recreation
economy. I realize that many residents have a poor opinion of outfitters, but maybe it's time they discover why they hate us
so much.
We feel they are doing a good job.
We need clarification on when the 14-day quarantine for out of state visitors will be lifted or amended. This is the single
biggest issue impacting our business right now.
We need to have travel and quarantine restrictions loosened so that people can travel safely and confidently to Montana,
Wyoming, and Yellowstone Park.
We need to stop thinking that aid or any revenue will trickle down to those in the trenches that are actually doing things to
bolster our economy. We have to believe that aid will bubble up if put it in the hands of those of us who actually work with
their hands.
We need to stop with the one size fits all quarantine, my customers come from out of state they can’t be required to
quarantine for 14 days before and after they use my services.
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You all are doing your best and we appreciate it. I do think with the remote locations and small groups we serve, that may
help. Disney already says they are the Happiest Place on Earth, but Montana and nature are the most healing for a remote
location.

Please add any additional comments about the tourism and recreation industry as it relates
to your business and COVID-19 that you would like to share.
14-day quarantine needs adjusted.
A set date for when Yellowstone will open will be beneficial for all. I have cancellations daily from the uncertainty people
feel that the park won’t be open when they come. Leaving us in limbo is an actually more detrimental than announcing a
late opening.
Again, I am concerned about young seasonal employees. It is difficult to impress upon them the importance of their role in
this. I don't know that there is any solution out there. Also in rural communities - educating those businesses that are the
vectors - like small town grocery stores. They are small and since there isn't the social pressure in these communities that
there is in larger areas they are not taking guideline seriously (employees wearing masks, social distancing) maybe it is
difficult for these store owners to get some of the financial help they need to implement changes.
As I have stated elsewhere, we rely on the non-resident tourist. Our primary client in June-August is the visiting family unit,
here to experience Glacier Park. That is what the entire tourism industry in NW Montana relies on. I contract with six guides
who specialize in Flathead Lake trout fishing, along with four other guides who operate on Fort Peck. Their client base is a
little different, but it strongly relies on the out of state client as well. My outfitting business serves over 2500 people each
year, with two thirds being from out of state. As of May 5th, 50% of our summer bookings have cancelled.
As mentioned early, hunting services for deer and elk are limited for non-residents. A recovery based on the timing of the
pandemic and our non-resident application time period killed a lot of potential leads that would have typically been paying
customers.
As the outfitting industry has been hit, many other businesses are going to feel the effects going forward.
As you know, tourism and recreation are one of our biggest businesses. Most of that income comes from out of state visitors
which cannot come now without sitting around inside by themselves for 14 days before doing anything! And the part that is
hurting our business so bad is that we don't even have a proposed date to tell our clients when that will end! We can't move
forward with our business at all...not even in the future until we know when the out of state quarantine will expire!
Cycling will boom during this. Bicycle touring and guiding will not. Virtual options and self-guided options will become the
norm.
Fishermen coming over the state lines and sneaking in fishing while the rest follow the rules will cause a midsummer spike
and we'll all be back in shutdown.
For us and many businesses, we are not members of any association - fishing guides, hunting guides, etc. - because we are
simply tour guides not licensed outfitters. We feel wholly isolated and have been struggling to get reliable, up-to-date
information. I spent the better part of a week contacting friends, guides, officials, local CVB folks, the governor's staff and
finally pieced together information on the work the state is doing, county and membership organizations. Mostly, I think the
governor is NOT addressing tourism whatsoever. He is using the 14-day quarantine as the only measuring stick to guide
tourism-based businesses who rely on out-of-state traffic. I am fearful the state will see an influx of tourists and summer
activity without proper guidance on how to do it safely. I wish there were strict guidelines, like for breweries or other
businesses during the reopening, that we could follow in order to keep everyone safe but also operate our business. Most
business who accept walk-in traffic do not check id's or ask folks if they have quarantined, been wearing masks, washing
hands etc. BUT, because we plan our trips months, if not a year in advance, and know for a fact our customers are from out
of town, we have to, in essence, self-sabotage our business because no one is going to do a 14 day quarantine upon arriving
in the state to go on a 3 day trip down the Missouri River. I think we could devise a BETTER solution and MORE strict
guidelines to ensure our safety and economic success...
have a date when the 14-day quarantine for people arriving from out of state will be lifted.
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I agree all unsuccessful nonresident drawing applicants be awarded general licenses this year for deer and elk.

I believe it is too soon to try to reopen the economy. We are currently in a difficult position. We are being encouraged to
reopen and yet due to the quarantine our customer base is turned away at the borders.

I feel Montana has done a great job so far addressing covid-19. Unfortunately, it is out of state travel that will continue to be
a threat of new cases unless on a national level this is leveling off. I feel that the smaller more established businesses that
can scale down during these times would be better off than the larger businesses or the ones that have more recently
started. Also, this situation goes to show how seasonally dependent our recreation and tourism economy is. Businesses like
ours that are year-round have the winter to look forward to if this summer is less than ideal.
I have lost all of my June bookings and so far half of July. I have customers just waiting in limbo to see what’s going to
happen with restrictions. The longer the restrictions are in place, the more doubtful I become that there will be any sort of
rebound. The best way we can manage this and open/stay open for business is through widespread testing. Without
testing, I don’t think we stand a chance at opening for business and keeping everybody safe. You cannot expect that social
distancing will protect us forever and provide any sort of economic rebound. Until our population has reached 60-70%
infection and/or a reliable vaccine is developed I believe we will suffer economically. So, we need to understand that
“flattening the curve” really means that we’re gonna drag this thing out and business that require social interaction will
continue to suffer and fail.
I have lost early bookings for my Vacation Rental and Fishing Guide Days, those I cannot get back. How I do this summer will
depend largely on when Yellowstone Park is opened up. I have managed around the epidemic and been able to book a full
slate of hunters for the fall.
I wish all of our friends in the recreation industry health, and strong willpower, together we will overcome and be stronger
on the other side.
It's a pretty scary road out of the pandemic.
Just that Montana is a land unique to any other. Accordingly, tourism is driven by those wanting to be entertained in this
majestic landscape. I may be partial when I say that my position, as outfitter, is essential to our economy. Albeit, my guests
eat at our eateries, drink at our taverns, stay in our hotels, buy our carved bears etc. they would not be here if it we did not
draw them in with fishing and hunting.
Keep politics out of the tourism and recreation industry.
Look for ways for us to operate instead of repeating the reasons why we can't.
Means of regulations and compliance.
Montana FWP officially suspended Spring Bear Season in accordance with the governor's 14-day quarantine directive. The
Governor's office, and Montana FWP then made the decision to lift suspension of the non-resident black bear and turkey
seasons in Montana effective April 24. This re-opening follows the Governor's announcement of Phase 1 and Phase 2 which
effectively opened the State to outfitted services on Monday April 27. Under Phase 1 and 2 of the Governor’s directive,
guides and outfitters may offer services consistent with any ongoing quarantine travel restrictions provided they adhere to
social distancing guidelines and sanitation protocols. These actions directly conflict with the ongoing non- essential travel
ban & mandatory 14-day quarantine for Non-Resident Hunters to the State of Montana. The left hand apparently does not
know what the right hand is doing and clarity is needed for all outfitters and guides to survive.
Montana has wide open spaces - we’ve been practicing social distancing for years!
Need to get rid of the 14-day quarantine.
No comment.
No industry harder hit. No industry does more for Montana.
None.
Open up the state with care.
Open Yellowstone.
Options for an extended season and allow all applicants that applied for a license but did not get drawn, be given a license.
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Potential guests are very interested in joining our business, but are hesitating to commit due to all restrictions, both in state
and out of state.
Quarantining tourists before they can move around Montana is completely crushing our future, the money lost will never be
recovered if the Governor doesn’t help. And the longer he waits to allow tourists to move around Montana the more help
the guide and outfitter industry will need.
Set opening dates for the National Parks so everyone can plan vacations work etc.
The evidence is rapidly accumulating that shutdowns are ineffective and that there are pretty strong indicators of the profile
of people who get this virus. We need to focus on protecting those people, open for business, and quit trying to scare the
hell out of everyone. It's insane what our political leaders are doing to our economy and our businesses.
The introduction of additional non-native wolves has interrupted our income more than COVID-19 has.
The uncertainty and inability to plan is the worst part as it makes it hard to move forward.
The whole thing is a giant mess. And dangerous.
This sucks. :).
Total losses March - present. Record bookings have dried up. Uncertainty makes it hard for clients & outfitters to plan.
Unearned income impacts current & future income.
Tourism and outfitting especially is in the top 4 major drivers for Montana’s economy and the summer season is the main
timing for that. This is going to cripple so many tourism businesses. Congress must accept any and all proposals that
businesses have to generate more income and do away with a majority of regulations so that these businesses can survive.
Tourists are looking for answers please help get that information in simple form to them and us.
Until people are comfortable getting on airplanes I don’t think the tourism business will fully recover
We are very concerned about our business and our fall hunting. We have had so many cancellations. We are in need of a
grant to help diversify our business
We have not been given Protocol on what is expected of us as Outfitters and Covid-19 and how to handle Guests and
Employees safely.
We need to as an industry (tourism in general) open up as many of us in a good economy ramped up our operations to
provide more and better services to mainly non-resident clients, a lot of capital and loans to make this happen. We as an
industry and as much as this state as relied on tourism in its all of its forms that this state has depended on the income from
non-residents. We are dying on the vine as an industry and a state! The loss is pretty insurmountable for all of us in business
in Montana no matter what your business is.
We need to get Glacier National Park open as soon as possible.
Work to keep US citizens home to enjoy vacations close to home.

Appendix C: Comments by Tourism Services

Restaurant/bar; brewery/distillery; convenience store/gas station; auto repair; other
transportation services (not airports); specialty retail (souvenirs, gift shops, fishing, hunting,
outdoor gear, etc.); general retail; vehicle rental; casino; museum/interpretive centers; ski
resort; artist/crafter (made in MT)
If a long, slow recovery, how are you preparing or adjusting your business to endure that
gradual recovery?
6-12 months.
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Applied for SBA EIDL loan - did not come through. Asking for increased donations from Community mbrs, foundations.
Apply for funding opportunities.

Applying for grants and loans. Reducing staff and hours.
Applying for SBA loans and grants.
Cancel fundraisers, create some virtual fundraisers and meetings.
Cancelling almost all orders for inventory, trying to secure loans through SBA for disaster relief and the state.
Continuing to upgrade the property, planning for future crops.
Cutting expenses, longer hours.
Cutting staff, reducing inventory, cancelling orders, merging two locations into a single location, selling an owned location's
real estate, cutting all costs.
Decrease the number of employees. Decrease the amount of resale we carry. Encourage curbside pick-up and start a
delivery service. we need to purchase a vehicle for this service. Most of our employees are summer help and do not have
cars.
Deferring our loan, hoping the printer can get the book printed. Partnering with a Missoula Downtown Asso to profit
Historical Missoula.
Delaying tour s both day and night, reducing hours for the operation, reducing # of employees, if slow down continues, close
the museum and may close for winter months.
Focusing on 2021 and beyond. From a worldwide booking business, we view 2020 as a total loss as people will not want or
will not be able to travel until this fall.
Frugality.
Got a PPP loan to cover my 2nd quarter payroll, rescheduling trips as much as possible, reducing new inventory orders.
Have had to put all per-season orders on hold.as we do not have the funds from cancellations of guided trips and shop was
not open to raise revenue.
Hiring fewer people, less merchandise.
I am hoping to do more online. And just hoping for the best that we will be able to pull through all of this. I also have cut
my inventory way back.
I have canceled some orders, reduces my merchandise/ordering, reduces my staff, increase some prices and reduce hours of
operation.
In the planning stage to gradually reopen to the public in a safe manner. Employee safety will be paramount.
Just hoping and praying I don’t lose my retirement was ready to retire. Now at 65 working harder.
Just keep plugging along.
Late opening and reduced tour availability as well as number of people on tours.
Less employees and less food offerings and less hours.
Less employees, less revenue!
Less employees, less stock ordered.
Limited days of opening.
Limiting expenses, overhead and marketing.
Limiting inventory and services and no business improvements planned.
Limiting ordering merchandise.
Live with it.
Looking for more grants.
Looking for work elsewhere.
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Monitoring cash flow; no new purchases of equipment.

No more purchasing of inventory. Refinance debt for longer term.
No summer hires. Possible reduced hours for current staff.
NONE.
Offering less days of service.

Reduce costs, look for new revenue streams, attempt new partnerships and customers.
Reduce staffing and other costs.
Reduced inventory, review of menu items, fewer staff.
Reducing expenses as much as possible. Trying to decide whether or not to cancel liability insurance for the time being.
Reducing fleet size, eliminating/reducing discretionary expenses, delaying/reducing capital expenditures.
Reducing labor costs, reducing fixed costs.
Reducing or eliminating spending on planned capital investments and improvements. Reducing the number of open hours
(and thereby reducing payroll). Keeping a closer eye on overtime.
Retooling to be able to reach audiences online, updating and building virtual tools.
Roll with the punches.
Small groups so more pre-registration, only open weekends.
Staying open with consistent hours.
Trying to book parties for next year/ hunters for next year/ cancellations for hunting have been just about 90%.
Trying to reschedule events in 2020 to 2021. Try to increase our membership numbers.
Until the out of state customers, 95% of my business can come to Montana by airlines I might be ending up closing my
business and bankruptcy.
Watching cash flow and keeping in close contact with employees.
We are tightening the budget for our gift shop and designing paid online activities.
We are waiting to see what the local restrictions will be for entertainment gatherings as well as see what distancing
requirements will be. Waiting to see what entertainment companies are going to do to schedule and travel to cities both
regionally and nationally.
We expect a big splurge of customers the first weekend, and then more manageable traffic. We are going to have to see
how much Montana travels, since there will be virtually no international traffic.
We haven't figured that out yet.
We plan to hold events that will draw more local people to the museum.
We will have to wait to see how the school bus/motor coach business recovers. We are basically shut down and have no
business scheduled anytime soon. Our business promotes group travel which is not conducive to social distancing.
We will work with our Health Department to adjust to any requirements as we possible open up more facilities this summer.
We are not currently taking reservations for any pavilions or event spaces.
We won't be able to rehire most of our laid off staff and have reduced hours and services.
We’ll continue producing hand sanitizer. We will gradually reopen our Tasting Room to customers. We’re currently only
selling bottles and sanitizer from the entry way, not serving cocktails and not letting customers fully enter the premises.
With the CARES Act providing some support for airports, we are continuing to focus on the facility and ensuring it is ready
for recovery when it happens.

What other ways is your business dealing with being open during this pandemic?
We are not open to the public as of yet. Employees are working on cleaning and sorting.
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Not currently open.

We are using the extra weeks of closure to finish projects and do additional cleaning.
50% of the restaurant still unavailable for guests.

As to the book, we need to be creative about readings - out doors and in an area near the bookstores. Expanding our media
paper and digital advertising. Talking with our bank about a loner pay-off time for our loan plus possibly an additional loan
for printing and travel costs.
At this time, we are not open to the public. We are waiting to see what the local restrictions will be for the fall/winter in
order to determine what type of programming we can schedule. We are also waiting to see what entertainment companies
are going to do in terms of travelling to cities to provide entertainment. We likely will have to institute reduced seating at
our venue. At this point we are planning on being open, but it is pretty uncertain what that will look like.
Can only take 50% which means 50% of income-- okay for now but rest of year looks bleak when i have to start paying bills i
have suspended for 2 months? Money?
Cautiously optimistic.
Cleaning and sanitizers plastic cups and paper to throw out nothing on tables till arrive. Following all Gallatin county rules
do not want a repeat not taking it lite.
Clients must wash rental machines prior to returning them or wipe down touched areas.
Curbside pickup; no customer contact when delivering.
Disinfecting.
Enhanced cleaning procedures as directed by CDC. MT residents visits only several weeks. No day use or other visitors on
propriety - only registered guests. Retail to go methods will be followed in our camp store and limited services this season
Following specific Gov imposed bar restrictions.
Gloves are worn at all times. Plexi-glass shields are up at each register to for distancing between employees and customers.
Employees are cleaning any and all surfaces after each customer.
I will have 1 employee that will do nothing but keep things wiped down. This will be an additional burden on us, as I do not
feel that I am able to hire as many employees as I would normally. And I'm very concerned at the amount of people that will
actually shop and buy this summer.
Introduced new cleaning/sanitizing protocols. Restricted non-members from using the facility. Limited the amount of seating
in our café Increased tee time intervals to 10 minutes as opposed to the standard 7/8 mins. One group of golfers on #1 tee
at a time. Placed a foam insert over the flag sticks on the greens to eliminate tough points.
Kept winter hours throughout the summer. Gave the employees a raise.
Limitations as set forth by the health department on quantities of people present etc.
Limited hours and limited menu, reduced capacity in both hotel and cafe.
Limiting the number of people in our stores at any one time. Quarrying our employees and our clients as to their
health/exposure to C-19, etc. More cleaning and sanitizing of our stores.
Logging all guest info with date and time and temp. Keeping all employees working from home where possible.
Not open yet but hopefully by Memorial Day Weekend. Putting tape on floor to remind people to stay 6 feet away, provide
q-tips if customer needs to enter numbers on credit card machine, frequently sanitizing door knobs and any surfaces near
check out area.
Office spaces closed to the public.
On the verge of going out of business. Immense amounts of stress. Will devastate our state for years to come.
Only allow access by appointment. Limit the number of visitors in house.
Our main business is a worldwide hunting consulting. Almost all clients that were booked are willfully postponing to 2021 if
need to. Hopefully we will be able to field our hunting clients in MT this fall.
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Plexiglas screens for in-person contact locations, increased cleaning and sanitizing protocols, elimination of all touch
activities, closure of all interior spaces where social distancing is not possible.
Plexiglass at checkout, put bulk products in bags, directional arrows on floor.

Reduced hours, no on-premise cocktails (we made mixers to go) or tastings, to go meals only, online ordering only then pick
up at a window.
Reduced hours, reduced occupancy, smaller staff.
Reducing number of public allowed at one time.
Reducing staffing, reducing hours.
Sanitizing.
Sanitizing station located at store entrance before entering, sanitizer inside and sanitizing after guests leave store.
Sanitizing touch points, hourly sanitization of bathrooms, limited capacity.
SMALLER GROUPS.
Sneeze guards.
Strict sanitization policies before and after closing/opening the museum each day particularly in high traffic areas, closing of
interactive exhibits, and shift of all public activities to online through May.
Supply chain issues.
Trying to limit folks that enter our business office. Trying to understand how to reopen. Customers will have plenty of
questions when getting on School Buses or Motorcoaches.
We are following the FOAM guide lines for having people in a drift boat (we do scenic river tours).
We are limiting the number of customers in our physical space as well as attempting to push online ordering and curbside
pickup.
We are not yet open due to gov’t policy and Yellowstone Park Closure.
We are trying to find a way to provide walk up service so customers have room to social distance while waiting to order.
Also, we need to implement / put in a drive thru so we can continue to serve our guests. We are in the process of installing
glass barriers for our ordering and cashier counters.
We don't even know if people are going to show up to shop our town!
We have moved content online. We are taking time to remodel and restructure facilities.
We have used the pandemic to produce hand sanitizer as an effort to utilize what we do to support all Montanans, to keep
our employees working and to offset other lost revenue.
We still have an occasional visitor. We have become a pick-up place for free cloth masks.
We will have to work on the layout of our Waterpark to make sure to Social Distance if we are to open. We will also work
with scheduling to accommodate sessions at the Waterpark rather than all day passes.
We will wipe down everything that has been touched. We are roping off the kid’s section so the children can’t get germs
from the activities.
We won't be open at all until at least July, and maybe not then depending on our tour bus company that we contract with.
So far they have cancelled all May and June tours.

If yes, please comment on the usefulness of what you have received.
All employees were on administrative leave while the facility was closed. EFMLEA has been offered. Both have been helpful.
At this point we are not using the aid until we know more about the conditions of the loan.
Financial.
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Grants from SBA. Most helpful to tide us over due to no revenue coming in.
Have been able to keep employees on the payroll.
Have not used it yet PPP loan.
Helped to cover payroll as we explore how to reopen.
I haven’t received it yet, but understand it is coming. It will be useful.

I received PPP monies and I am paying my general manager her wages as she exhausted her unemployment claim. I am
bringing in summer employees in hopes to open. I have been paying the rent, utilities, insurance for our building, and trying
to find some monies to make improvements to ensure the safety of our staff and customers.
It has given us a cushion for expenses to come.
It useful but not nearly enough especially if we continue to disallow overnight stay/travel!
It was very useful however is about gone. I'm behind on bills, rent, payroll taxes and property taxes are coming up. I don't
know how I will be able to pay them.
Kept restaurant employees working.
Not useful have not touched it till we can get the dates changed and I not alone most businesses are in same shape how do
you spend payroll money when you have doors locked by government and no customers they need go dates from when get
park open 8 weeks after.
ONLY ENOUGH TO COVER SOME EXPENSES BUT NOT ALL.
Payroll protection for our employees. That is it.
Payroll Protection Program is all but worthless. The timeline imposed was irrational - funding arrived two weeks BEFORE the
stay home order was lifted, but the funds need to be used within an 8-week period for PAYROLL in order to qualify for
forgiveness. Additionally, sales volume is down 75% or more - it makes no sense to have staff standing around in a store
when there is no foot traffic, and therefore no sales volume. Glacier Bank prevented me from applying for PPP to cover my
own salary, even though the Federal Register clearly states that Sole Proprietors AND LLCs may, indeed, use PPP for wages
for business owners.
PPE Grant has assisted in paying employee payroll.
PPE Loan was essential to stay open. We would not have otherwise.
PPP allowed us to continue employees on payroll during our shutdown period and pay the utilities.
PPP funding through SBA.
PPP has been helpful in the short-term but it is certainly not a medium/long-term solution to continuing negative impacts on
revenue & operating cash flow that we and other businesses are experiencing.
PPP has helped a bit. Need creditor understanding and LONG-TERM partial forgiveness to allow catch up to regular payment
schedule.
PPP Loan.
PPP loan extremely helpful.
PPP loan has been useful as we have kept all employees on even though revenue was down.
PPP Loan, put our main employees back to work for now.
PPP loan, was able to pay myself and pay rent and utilities.
PPP not all that useful because we were at a lower payroll number in these months anyway.
PPP to help with payroll and utilities.
PPP will help us keep our employees hired a for a few months. After that not so sure.
PPP will help with payroll and some rent but not much else and is very short term.
PPP- the 8-week timeframe does not work well for seasonal businesses dependent on Park re-opening and increased
business. Time for payroll usage needs to be extended and higher percentage able to be used for other costs as well.
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Received Paycheck Protection Program funds however funds were provided during the Governor's Stay at home Directive
which narrowed the time for using funds per loan requirements.

Received PPP funds - my business is seasonal and the date of origin limits the time I can use it for payroll - the date of origin
needs to be changed to business opening dates for seasonal businesses.
Received the PPP and gave it back because I can't use it without having staff to pay it to and the constantly changing
forgiveness rules are not worth the risk since my employees qualified for unemployment.
Saved us from layoffs and possible permanent closure.
SBA loan for 1300.00 is not covering much but phone internet and utilities. Still have rent ant to cover.
The Payroll Program Plan has been a life-saver! We would not have opened our second seasonal business if this had not
been available.
The payroll protection program is fundamentally broken. Given the slow recovery we cannot possibly hire back the full-time
employees and support that. Also, the time span for the loan is too brief. We are stuck with it as the best we can get, but it
starting to feel like it's doing more bad than good because we won't be able to get the loan forgiveness.
The PPE for both companies is to be very helpful, but the two months is too short.
The PPP loan is not very flexible and doesn't extend at all into the 3rd quarter so if there isn't at least some rebound it’s
going to be a disaster.
Useful for payroll and rent.
We got a PPP loan.
We have received a PPP loan and EIDL funds.
We received $2800 PPP. I used $800 to pay electricity 25% and paid 2 employees for 2 months
We received a PPP loan and it’s been an important tool in our ability to continue to pay our employees.
We received a PPP loan to bring back employees for the next 8 weeks and assist with other debts with the other 25%. After
the 8 weeks we are concerned that we will not be able to sustain employment if there is no additional aid as our community
has restricted gatherings through Labor Day.
We receiving funding under the PPP which has allowed us to continue to keep our staff fully employed as well as hire new
staff. We are also taking advantage of continuing to pay our staff that cannot work due to child care obligations should the
expanded Federal Family Leave.
We're received some relief through the EIDL program.

Please comment on gaps in aid that would help you now (i.e. what has fallen through the
cracks).
Access to aid to help pay any operational bills and for lost revenue.
All purchases for supplies are on my credit card. I will struggle to pay my utilities.
As a small business it seems like the bigger business are getting the most funds and the smaller mom and pop shops are
getting hardly anything.
Better guidance on loan forgiveness and a longer window than 8 weeks.
Business is 100% seasonal income. PPP funds should have been determined based on employment needs during the summer
season. June through September not February through May.
Dates are what they didn’t understand How you write payroll when they had us locked up.
Efficiency.
EIdl not received for either business/SBA has not contacted us i had to borrow 15,000 from bank to pay bills. have applied
for Montana aid $10,000.
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Everything has fallen through the cracks. Rent continues to accrue even when there are no sales to support it. Two landlords
were gracious enough to work with me. The third told me to pay my rent in full, on time, AND delivered me a rent INCREASE
as well, saying that the Government would help me out, and that he was unwilling to do so himself. He is actually a very left
liberal voter. It was gross.
Extension on all dates related to the current payroll protection program and easier paths to forgiveness of the loan.
I have used the monies as intended for payroll, rent and utilities, there isn't anything left to assist us in installing sanitizing
stations, walk up windows, drive thru, extra cashier stations, sick pay, and health insurance to our staff members. I don’t see
how we can make it without a drive thru. There is not enough space inside to service everyone and maintain social
distancing guidelines, we serve people from all over the world visiting Yellowstone Park. We are the only [retracted] in the
area. It is going to be total chaos. I almost wonder if there isn't some special air filtration system out there that could be
installed to help ensure the safety of our guests and staff. I know the walk-up outdoor service counter will help. We need to
find the money to pay a contractor to come and do the work. I don’t know what is going to happen. Trying to make a plan is
difficult. I think our situation here in West Yellowstone is unique to many other areas of the state due to the number of
visitors we serve and the potential for infection. I feel like we are left here to figure this all out, we sure could use some help
from some infectious disease specialists or County health department to navigate through this.
Inventory purchases and equipment aid. Running on such tight margins doesn't allow for inventory replenishment or
upgrades/updates/repairs on equipment. We've had to pivot quickly to meet the changing market and this had to come
from savings, which is helping to slow our burn rate, but won't for long due to new equipment and inventory required for
this pivot.
It was a long drawn out process and aid finally came thru after 5 weeks.
It's not a "gap in aid" exactly but some certainty in when Yellowstone will be able to open and we are done with the 14-day
out of state quarantine order is important. If there was some mechanism to cover inventory commitments made last fall
that may not be sold until 2021 but nevertheless need to be paid for this summer would be useful if it was extremely or
completely free of interest.
Loans that needed to be used when we can't be open doesn't assist a business to offset or help their operating costs. Having
such a short term for using the funds actually hinders the business. A more extended time frame for use of funds is needed
added.
Longer term assistance to help us keep the Tasting Room open during social distancing for the next year or more. It’d enable
us to continue to compensate our employees at a higher wage to offset a loss in tips.
More aid is needed in duration to maintain keeping our doors open.
Motorcoach work related to Montana Tourism is shut down and there is no relief as of today for all the lost revenue.
Wedding venues and concerts are big Summer business as well. They are too, shut down.
Need to refinance high interest debt that is usually paid off during the Summer. Banks are too busy dealing with SBA loans
to look at regular financing.
None of the employees have to receive their stimulus checks.
Our business relies on travelling entertainment and the ability to gather. We lack the technical capability to produce virtual
programming to substitute for live programming. We would need financial assistance to bring our facility to the point where
we can provide virtual programs...
Our first tour was scheduled for May 8. Twenty-three tours scheduled for May-June have cancelled. One tour has
rescheduled for August with about 1/3 the number of guests as previously booked.
Paying for increased cleaning and disinfectant supplies as well as more hand sanitizer. Also, making PPE available for guests.
PPP loan is only forgiven if 75% is for payroll and is only an 8-week period. Longer period would be much better. Need to
have firm dates for things such as each phase length, when will Yellowstone open, when will mandatory quarantine be
lifted? I would prefer to earn my living myself and without government aid or intervention, LET'S GET BACK TO WORK!!!
SBA loan for operational continuity.
SBA loan. Never heard anything, 10,000 grant, never heard anything and another SBA $5,000 grant. Unable to apply due to
their website being down and then when it came back up they were out of money
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Seasonal businesses are being forgotten.
See above.

The eight weeks for the PPE to have 75% used for payroll is too short when employees cannot work from home.
The private ground transportation industry has been overlooked nationally. We have zero business at the moment and will
have an externally long recovery period especially in Montana where the business cycle is so extreme with tourism. I expect
to have 80% reduction in revenue this year.
Waiting of potential state aid, but nothing has fallen through the cracks on this end yet.
We are a NFP that relies on donations for 75% of our daily operating costs and 100% for administering our programs for the
community. If investments do not bounce back quickly, our donors will not be donating.
We did not expect help, so we are just happy that we got something. At this point any help is appreciated.
We need building repairs and supplies that we cannot afford to get at this time. Bills are still coming in and we have
canceled four fundraisers so far.
We were unable to apply for the PPP program due to our Non-Profit status.
Will have to draw on lines of credit and seek out economic loan or grant possibilities.
With these loans, I am unable to use them on the payment of our business and for what little inventory that I have to bring
in to start the summer with and be able to have it forgiven.

Do you know why you did not receive any aid? Please explain.

Applied for EIDL - received nothing. PPP program only went off Schedule C which was a loss for us last year so we didn't
qualify for the program.
Denied.
EIDL ran out of money, MVM we were at tail end and the first round closed short of money. Expecting help from second
round.
Still waiting.
The aid I applied for hasn't been granted to anyone yet.
We just received emails that says that her application was received.

Please comment on how you think your local/regional/state tourism marketing
organizations could help you moving forward.
Be ready to jump when we are open.
?
Advertise us to multiple areas that provide our highest visitor numbers and keep us in front of the surrounding states and
encourage in-state travel.
Advertising.
Advertising that despite reconstruction, our bar is still open for business.
As much as business needs money I would rather skip this year for Montana tourism to keep our curve flat.
At present I am working on a SIG grant to promote the book and Downtown Missoula. A list of opportunities. Other ways to
advertise. On-line webinars on using on line media during Covid.
At this time there is nothing they can do until gathering restrictions are lifted.
Bigfork is a thriving community in the summer, I fear people are afraid to travel. The whole community is apt to suffer
greatly.
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By promoting COVID-19 travel policies and safety for visitors so they know what to do as soon as they get to a new area.
Consistency in adhering to governor's directives.

Continue to advertise the multiple amenities and recreational options in Montana INCLUDING Yellowstone.
Do marketing and see what happens.
Encourage the local community that it is ok to reopen.
Funding.
Get us some real information and projections on what to expect with regard to tourism this summer season. What are the
airlines doing? How is GPI navigating this time? What do we do if someone from a high infection rate place like NY or CA
come into our store? Is anyone monitoring the self-quarantine orders for out of area visitors? What are bookings looking like
from now until September? What percentage of reservations are still being held?
Glacier Country has offered good information moving forward. They sent information yesterday that was to prepare the
travel industry for reopening. It was really good stuff especially emphasizing the fact that everyone involved must be
consistent in their business as things reopen.
Heavily promote rural Montana when it is completely safe for us to welcome visitors.
Help farmers and ranchers first.
I am not marketing for travel right now, so many cutbacks in air, hotels, resorts etc.
I believe the messaging at the moment is terribly important. While we may be experiencing a gradual reopening of our
economy, we are still not ready for the summer influx of people for the long-term health of our community. With our
economy being so dependent on tourism dollars, I think that focusing marketing in a way that asks people to come LATER
would be great (at the same time I don't know how many small business will be able to remain open without the spike in
dollars we see from the summer influx.)
I just don't know anymore.
I think just sending out positive messages of support.
I'm lost and have no money to market my business. When marketing does take place by others it concentrates on the area,
no specific rental activities unless they search for it.
It’s a town for tourism, so it would be great to have marketing for Montanans to visit.
Keep the state closed to out of state travel. Many people in the Flathead seem to not understand what social distancing
means. Seasonal business's need to figure out how to survive without the funding that is generated by the three plus million
people that come to Glacier. Not to mention Yellowstone and general visitors to our great state...
LIFT OUT OF STATE QUARANTINE ASAP or modify faster for property owners or guest Ranch visitors who have limited public
exposure.
Lifting the 14-day quarantine and opening Yellowstone National Park.
Lots of positive marketing. And the media has to quit installing fear in everything.
Market locally and help get the word out about what is offered.
Market to MT!
More people would be good however at the same time I don't want people from large cities bringing more infections.
Online marketing, virtual tourism, SEO optimization - all with grants or low interest loans. We can't market in person
anymore, and EVERYONE is on social media right now. We need to capture that traffic quickly and effectively.
Open up.
Open Yellowstone National Park!!!!
Operating grant.
Our business has never been a tourism hot spot. We are usually very quiet in the summer. Our big season is Fall and Winter.
Provide simple language to let out of state tourists know they have to self-quarantine.
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Push people to outside venues and places with less confined areas.
Push staycations, local attractions, in state travel.

Recognize each organization has to make its own decisions on re-opening based on safety and the behavior of the public.
Public shaming needs to stop.
Remind visitors that our residents are at their mercy, depending on them to be tested, be in good health and abide be
recommended practices.
Stay updated on current data.
Support from the local health professionals is paramount. We all need to be educated on disease control and have some
help implementing policies for monitoring staff and guests. Also, indoor air circulation is a big concern. We have people here
from all over the USA and from all over the world that frequent our businesses here. To continue to be of service to them, I
think we need to have some assistance evaluating the business here and making plans going forward.
Tell the governor treating Montanans like we live in New York City is not appropriate. He is playing dictator, there is no law
backing him up.
The 14-day quarantine is a killer for tourism business. As long as it is in place tourism businesses will die.
The Chamber does a great job promoting the Club when they can. Again, it's hard to promote what we offer due to the
restrictions regarding non-profit and promotional capabilities.
The programs that are offered need to have a little more freedom in how the money is spent also the loan programs need to
have lower interest rates a rate of 3.75% is not really doing anyone any favors it's just putting them in more debt.
There is only 1 thing our government could do to get my business moving forward again -either eliminate or exempt the
Outfitting business from non-resident clients from having to 14-day quarantine when they arrive in Montana.
There will be no recovery until the state moves into Phase 3 and that will be limited to the extent of what happens in the
other 49 states.
They are all (Glacier, Yellowstone, SW Montana) doing fantastic right now.
They are on top of it. Communicating daily with useful information.
Travel needs to be promoted, people need to begin moving around, getting outdoors even with social distancing. The curb
of Covid-19 has been flattened which was the goal for stay at home directives.
We are feeling the pinch with no income producing events. We need a staycation tourism campaign for our region.
We are on the Montana Dinosaur Trail and offer as very nice local history experience. Maybe more Montanans will be
traveling in-state this year and marketing should target local attractions.
We are unable to hold our fundraisers so we unable to get matching grants due to lack of funds. Providing us with help
would allow us to continue to apply for grants.
We have been receiving updates and grant/loan information from Glacier Country Tourism regularly. This has been a huge
help.
We need more compelling stories of what awaits you in Montana when it’s safe to travel here again. Assistance with
advertising and marketing expenses would be ideal.
We simply need to open completely, period. This is nonsense! We never had many cases and they are now down enough to
almost be considered nonexistent.
West Yellowstone relies on tourism industry and must encourage visitors to sustain our community. For-profits will need to
come up with creative pricing to lure visitors. Without the tourism, our local business owners will not donate to the
community.

Please add any additional comments about the tourism and recreation industry as it relates
to your business and COVID-19 that you would like to share.
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We do summer horseback rides, overnight trips, summer horseback rides weekly booking thru a tour group that have been
cancelled through June. They usually book rides for two days a week. Ranch would be price of calves in fall.
?

Although it may sound in conflict to my earlier points, I have no interest in reopening too quickly. I’ve read enough to
believe that we’ll bounce back faster, economically, if we keep to tighter restrictions now (analysis of the 1918 pandemic)
and believe that’s a smarter way to proceed. I don’t want to see communities in Montana filling up with tourists (out or instate) until we know that the pandemic is truly under control, meaning (to my current thinking) next year sometime. I think
this summer tourist season is a bust and we should all make plans to ensure that we both help that be a reality and plan for
our own businesses accordingly. We’re playing the long game here.
As we all know, a big majority of Montana's rely on tourism. If we do not get things opened up all of the way, and in a
positive way, it will be an extreme impact on many of us. I fear that there are many that will not survive this with their
businesses be down so much.
Challenge of visitors from other regions.
COME TO MONTANA, MY MACHINES ARE COVID-19 FREE!!!!!!
Covid-19 directives, the way businesses had to close and the main stream media drama has deviated businesses and our
economy. It will take years and years to recover if it ever does. Unemployment will increase due to fall out from the shut
downs. My business does not fall in the definition as "essential" business however my business is "essential" to my family,
my employees and their families. Tourism in Montana and particularly Yellowstone Park will take years to recover if it ever
does recover.
Feel uncomfortable opening up our sites when the states around us are still under shelter in place orders.
Groups of 50 and 6' social distancing is really hard for motorcoach travel. Especially when you rely on group travel. Many of
the groups would be considered "at risk" groups. You folks cannot solve these issues but they will be the issues that keep our
industry from a quick recovery.
I also chair [retracted] and serve on 3 boards (2-museums and [retracted].) The staffs are wonderful and working
electronically, but as we open up I worry about a Covid rebound. As to the Trail, folks are stealing toilet paper from our
porta-potties. I work with the [retracted] and our renovation and park project are on hold. I know this will pass, but in the
meanwhile, there are commitments and projects that need to be met and finished. Thanks!
I could not open the previous 2 surveys to see results.
I fear there are some business's that will not survive a season of no income.
I have done nothing but do refunds for the travel industry.
I think it is our responsibility as representatives of our nation’s largest National Park to keep our residents and guests safe
and healthy. We need education and guidance to do navigate through this successfully.
I think we should focus on advertising and creating Montana excitement in state for this upcoming season...then revisit the
national and international marketing ideas and trends for 2021 this fall when we know more.
I worry about our members. Will some of our smaller businesses survive? Summer tourist traffic has increased over the last
3 years. Now suddenly, we will not have this traffic.
I would like more enforcement of regulations.
I’m not sure how to move forward with this because we don’t know how reopening will affect the rate of spreading
virus...🤔🤔
If self-quarantine restriction isn't lifted before phase II or phase III doesn't get implemented before July, we will likely lose
our whole season.
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If someone can travel to Montana for "business" reasons and not have to quarantine, why do they have to quarantine if they
come here to fish with or without a Guide? Isn't contracting with an Outfitter a business reason? Does the virus not infect
someone who comes to Montana for "business" reasons (which is mostly done indoors with multiple people)? How is being
outside in fresh air and sunshine make one more susceptible to catching or spreading the virus over the "business reason"
person? Why can't that person who is here on "business" and therefore, exempt from the 14-day quarantine, be able to
fishing while they are here, with or without a Guide? A 14-day quarantine is guaranteeing 2 things -the crushing of
Montana's huge tourist-based businesses and economy and two -make many people into law breakers (I just don't think
Glacier, Yellowstone and our vast rivers and forests will be devoid of non-residents this summer. Does the Governor really
think anyone will legitimately come to Montana, sit in motel room ordering delivery meals for 2 weeks before they go for a
hike or go fishing or rafting or float the Smith? He should just be honest and say, Montana is CLOSED to ALL non-residents
this Summer -or be rational, and let people make rational, calculated risks like mature adults.)
It is a double-edged sword. Our current economy is dependent upon tourism dollars. At the same time, that influx of
people may not be the best thing for our long-term health. How do we balance those needs?? My business has actually
increased during this time because we have been deemed essential. But, if our economy takes a major hit, my business will
absolutely be affected down the line. My optimistic hope is that this situation will change how people shop and that our
community writ large will become more intentional about supporting local small businesses (and not internet sellers or box
stores that remove money from our local economy.) Long term, I hope that this will also change our economy to be more
balanced and not so reliant on tourism dollars. Tourism is not inherently bad AND is a far better alternative to the previous
eras of extractive industries.
Many volunteer organizations have predominantly “at risk” staffing.
Montana is very lucky as a state that our Governor took a very cautious approach and issued the Stay at Home directive
early in the game. My major concern is that nationally and globally MT has been a low incidence state which is very
attractive to folks from New York and Seattle. MT also welcomes summer tourism from all over the world. While I believe we
need to open our economy again, I worry we will become a hot zone if we are not careful.
My business is very small and I depend on a healthy economy.
My part time gold panning business generally does not draw big city people so I am less affected than many other
businesses.
Open Yellowstone National Park! Try and get a few local people around.
Small business is what makes Montana special and the they need a little more assistance. The new deal for Montana
business offering $10,000 in a grant is great but the idea of that covering 3 months of operating expenses is not accurate in
my industry.
Staff are excited to have a job; I don't want management to abuse this and not make staff safety a priority.
Stop this ridiculous political game. It’s ruining too many people’s lives!!!!!!!!!
The majority of our annual revenue is compiled in the summer months. The County has placed more stringent regulations
than the Governor's Phased approach, which will greatly impact our bottom line.
There will be no recovery until the state moves into Phase 3 and that will be limited to the extent of what happens in the
other 49 states.
We are ALL tourism based in Flathead County. I have three retail stores. Without tourism, there isn't enough sales volume to
justify even ONE of them.
We are struggling to keep our doors open.
We are totally dependent on it for our town economy and livelihood. The town is experiencing overwhelming cancellations
in tours, reservations, and subsequently resort tax to sustain the infrastructure of the community.
We are very fortunate to have amazing employees who understand that we are trying to keep ourselves and them afloat.
The only issue is bartenders, they make more on unemployment and the extra $600 than working, this was an oversight by
the government. We think that Montana's tourism industry will bounce back quickly in comparison to large cities/resorts
around the country.
We have appreciated all the terrific support given by our community and its organizations!
We need to cancel the 14-day required quarantine if we expect to have any business at all this summer.
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We rely on interstate commerce please allow that to “flow” and try to allow that revenue to freely flow. Hospitality in MT
depends on it.
We will need to open National parks and allow out of state travelers or some businesses will never recover.
Without tourist coming in that is the biggest part of our business.

You're literally killing us with these restrictions. Everyone has been educated on safe distancing, wearing masks, washing
hands, using hand sanitizer, disinfecting frequently, etc. If we can go into a grocery store or other "essential" type business
then we should be able to do everything else with the safety precautions already mentioned.

Appendix D: Comments by Tourism Support Services

Land management; rental management; tourism promotion/advertising agency; even
coordinator/manager; Finance/accounting; Association Director/chamber/CVB; construction;
insurance; media; other service industry; other
If a long, slow recovery, how are you preparing or adjusting your business to endure that
gradual recovery?
Aggressive cost management planning.
applied for the Montana Covid business grant and am looking at charging research and cancellation fees. Am also looking at
trying to find a part time job to supplement my income.
Applied for the state grant. Took out a $10,000 loan. Paying minimum payments.
Applying for loans and grants.
As a realtor, I would say 90% of my buyers are from outside of Montana and until they can continue to view the homes of
interest my showings have almost come to a standstill. I am working on building a better base within the state of Montana.
Cut budgets for a worst-case scenario and won't bring back furloughed employees if travel/tourism doesn't come back over
the summer.
Cutting back on expenses.
Cutting back where we can.
Cutting costs.
Cutting expenses, searching for CARES Act Funding.
Forecasting lower income for homeowners of vacation rentals, cutting maintenance and improvements, considering longer
term rentals.
Hoping for a vaccine or treatment before next summer.
I am marketing my planning services but also promoting my skills at online remote work in writing, editing, proofreading,
pre-press publication graphic design and layout, data input and management - any work of this kind that can be done
remotely.
I have no idea.
I will not pay my property taxes this fall.
I’m taking as many vacation rentals as owners will allow me to out of vacation rental market and using the properties for
long term rentals.
Less hiring more conservative projections.
Less staff.
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Looking for creative options to keep events going.

Lower expenditures for marketing and smaller scope of buying.

May need to be open only part-time and change our marketing plan.
Not sure that we can adequately prepare… the fixed expenses don't go away and the revenue is not there.
Planning on monumental losses for the season. Creating non-baseball events at the ballpark that will benefit the community.
Purchasing less inventory, hiring less help.
Reduce employees, selling owned property to increase cash reserves.
Reinventing ourselves.
Revamping operational plan.
Taking it one day at a time.
Trying to find income and/or grants wherever possible.
We are completely a room that will host indoor winter gatherings of 50 or less so are promoting fall & winter events now.
We are continuing to share information about our 14 facilities, online merchandise and events/programming.
We are looking at 75% loss in revenue collections through July 1st and then anticipating at least a 50% loss in revenue
collections through the rest of 2020 and 2021. We are reducing our services, cutting back on marketing, and hopefully being
provided with some nonprofit business assistance through the Montana Coronavirus Relief Fund.
We are looking for funding sources, different ways to keep income coming into us. Adjusting expenses to only essential,
possibly will need to cut staff if funds are too low to sustain current level. Looking at ways to compensate for loss of events,
do the events virtually or differently, possibly a membership drive in the fall, etc.
We are modifying our marketing to Montana residents.
We are pushing our marketing to mid to late summer and will remaining flexible if the virus gets worse.
We are very careful spending/saving money, so we hope to be ok.
We did get a PPP loan, so that will help. Lots of clients are falling behind in their bills so we may need to relax payment
terms. Otherwise busier than ever.
We have reduced hours.
We have to plan a year out anyway. We will diversify activity.
We will be moving employees to a mostly WFH situation moving forward.
We will have to see how things go with the virus. We may end up closing or reducing the hours we're open.
We will market regionally and try to maintain until we can get visitation back.

What other ways is your business dealing with being open during this pandemic?
50/50 staff split, increased sanitation and cleaning processes, online orders and curbside pickup, cleaning of public devices
such as parking kiosks and bike racks, increase collaboration, communication and coordination with members and
community.
99 percent of our work is done remotely.
All meetings so far have been virtual/ZOOM meetings, worked from home until offices were cleared to open but worked
every day. Not working on events much, reinvented the chamber to deal with businesses in crisis and helping them cope,
apply for funds for assistance, keeping the public aware of businesses open/closed status, driving commerce to businesses.
As a lodging facility we will be additionally sanitizing all surfaces, door knobs, remotes. Spraying disinfectants after each
departure.
Cleaning.
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Clear and up-to-date messaging about local and state restrictions and mandates to our community and potential visitors.
Focusing on activities remotely or those that don't involve meeting or gathering.
Guest cabin is not open as of yet, plus any who have booked, have cancelled.
It’a just me as a sales rep. I will be choosy on who i visit for an appointment.
Just trying to work through it all. If we have the funding we will market regionally.
Lots of cleaning and encouraging enjoying outside areas.
No walk-in business; only appointments.
Only working from home to service clients rather than meeting them in the office.
Our cleaning and sanitizing between guests is already robust, but now, it will take my housekeeper 30-45 minutes longer
because she will have to disinfect EVERY used item (books, toys, games, etc.) light switch, door handle etc.
Preparing for much less overall business volume.
Remote contact.
Signage on entrances with concern for health & safety. Restricted the use of bathrooms to the public.
Sneeze guards installed.
Some will continue to work remotely. Number of people in office will kept to a minimum. Nonessential travel is also
cancelled. No in person group events over 10 or where people must be in close proximity.

The [redacted] is a personal assistant service that helps local clients with needful tasks, as well as being an event, vacation
and relocation planning professional. Most of my work with clients is done online with planning services, for
events/vacations for in state, out of state and abroad. I work from home, I don't have a brick and mortar place of business.
Our community has responded so well with volunteering for personal tasks, like shopping, that marketing my fee-based
services locally are not feasible at this time. I can work remotely on planning events, and have increased my online
marketing, but no one knows when Montana will fully reopen, when Glacier National Park will reopen, or when they might
want to travel to Montana with their family and guests for a wedding or event. No one is booking flights, hotels,
transportation, banquets, etc. for specific dates because no one knows when their event or vacation here will be possible. It
is too early to know with any certainty if the pandemic will last or if it will get better or worse here.
There should have been an NA on this question. Basically, our offices are closed but slowly opening for employees that don't
have a good home office situation.
This is a bunch of BS who going to make my loan payment to the bank still due?
Vacation rentals lost summer bookings, so I offered one-year leases on some with owner approval.
We are a digital agency, so working remotely has not been too challenging. We are helping tons of clients with their COVID
strategies.
We are closed. We are hoping to re-open.
We are in the Heating cooling plumbing electrical business and are being very cautious to anyone who is sick, stays home, go
into someone's home who is sick, leave. If customer wants our team to wear masks we will, every home we are wearing
gloves and shoe covers. Not going to anyone's home who is coming back to the valley until they have been here 14 days.
Sanitizing everything all the time, made our own special sanitizer brew, because for a while I could not get it. All team
meetings are 10 people or less. All 6 feet apart, added x's to mark the spot in our shop.
We are staying open longer with additional hours in-order to serve small businesses. This includes nights, Saturdays and
after hours with cell phone access.
We have moved to teleconferencing for all meetings.
We have plans to sanitize surfaces after visitors leave our visitor center, will have hand sanitizer available, and our workers
will be wearing masks and gloves. We're working on appropriate signage to let our visitors know what to expect & what is
expected.
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We mainly interact with customers online so in our messaging we are telling them which of our 14 facilities is open, which
are offering online programming events, and reassuring them that those facilities that are open are following state and local
COVID safety procedures.
Working with clients to change to virtual events.
Would love some decisions from our state government around the 14-day quarantine for out of state visitors. Without dates
on phase 1 and 2 it is nearly impossible to get bookings and prevent cancellations. You are crushing us.

If yes, please comment on the usefulness of what you have received.
EIDL funds were provided in the $3,000 range, which is helpful but will not be the reason we keep our current staff or have
to change our staffing in the long term.
Helpful but will not last through the summer.
It was useful.
Lifesaver.
Pay check loan.
PPP.
PPP funding has kept us operating and paid.
PPP tremendously helpful in short term.
Reduced hours compensation has helped keep our employee income levels steady.
So far only $1000 SBA emergency bank deposit.
Successful with SBA / PPP Funds.
The PPP has been such as relief and came just at the right time not to have to dip into our savings to keep us going. I hope
once this runs out, things will be picking up.
Very useful.
We got a PPP loan so we won't need to lay anyone off.
We received PPP loans at all my businesses and it has been vital in keeping employees paid.
Will help the loss of event revenue that covers payroll.

Please comment on gaps in aid that would help you now (i.e. what has fallen through the
cracks).
Assistance for the Ag Community. The 2nd round of SBA / EIDL $ earmarked for the Ag businesses will really help.
Funds for recovery equipment and supplies, policies and directives around re-opening.
Grants to pay for Covid-19 related changes in cleaning practices at properties we manage.
Lift quarantine on out of staters. While I understand it, if not lifted, will crush and kill our business
No additional info on the SBA Emergency Disaster loan, no receipt of unemployment.
Nonprofit 501c6 organizations have had a difficult time in finding funding, very different from 501c3 organizations. That
must change as business and tourism marketing organizations are the start up for our communities and the state to begin to
bring visitors back to the state with much needed spending.
Nothing of note.
Seasonal and event-based business have been entirely left out.
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Testing and contact tracing.

The EIDL from the SBA, is very frustrating how long this is taking in relationship to the PPP, we applied almost 6 weeks ago
and still nothing, and when I call, you just get, we are now back to processing your application, but still cannot share
anything more than this.
We are good. But we rely on clients, many of whom are likely to struggle, and that will probably affect us over time.
We have to have successful events at the ballpark.

Do you know why you did not receive any aid? Please explain.
Application is pending.
At the time I did not have payroll numbers.
Don’t know why - Have received emails that say “they are working on it”.
Government ran out of money.
I applied for the SBA Grant but have not heard yet. No stimulus money has arrived. I applied for the Stabilization grant
yesterday.
i applied for the self-employed unemployment. they said I didn’t qualify.
I do not know at this time.
I have not received notice to the grant applied for. I have reached out but have not heard back from Headwaters FC&D.
I haven’t heard anything about my application except to saying my application was completed.
I just applied for aid for the Chamber of Commerce yesterday. It's too soon to tell. The Visitor Information Center already
has funding for this year.
I just applied yesterday and for the PPP I'm waiting for eligibility, but my application is completed waiting to submit.
Just applied today, won't have a response for 5-10 days.
No.
Not eligible.
Partly because we are a 501 c 6 and partly because the programs I want to apply for have been closed to new applications.
We are waiting for them to reopen with the 2nd round of funding.
Sole proprietorship didn't receive any EIDL.
They are still processing the EIDL grants. We've been unable to apply so far for the PPP loans (hoping Phase 4 adds 501-C6's in for funding). Hoping to apply for the State stimulus funds opening May 7th.

Please comment on how you think your local/regional/state tourism marketing
organizations could help you moving forward.
Any financial assistance would be helpful! Right now, it seems everyone is getting the word out about loans & grants. When
Phase II and Phase III begin, we'll need help advertising that we are open for business again.
As a lodging and event venue, we assist in bringing guests to our local community from all over. I am heading a grant from
the tourism department is in the works. Getting financial assistance to pay for the taxes, insurance, licenses required to
operate this season would be helpful.
Bringing in tourists will help the economy but can potentially add to the Covid-19 cases.
Building community confidence in reactivating the economy.
Develop programs for Tourism Organizations to apply for CARES Act Grants to leverage current marketing dollars.
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Don't really think they can - maybe split their budgets up and give it to small businesses? People are going to visit Montana
sites when they feel safe - no amount of promotion will change that.
Encourage people to slow down the opening of their businesses. This is not a time for people to come into our state.
Focus on the natural environment rather than recreational activities, have less gathering. Example tout the benefits of
wilderness and the healing powers of nature (we need it more than ever). According to the latest poll, the activities that
tourists like most are hiking, wildlife watching focus on those rather than mountain biking (way down on the poll) and other
recreational industry supported activities.
Get the Governor to stop telling people that don't have to pay rent for 3 months!!! We have had a lot of people stop paying
rent because of his statement.
Get Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks/Dept of the Interior/NPS to provide a timeline and policy for re-opening, and
make sure that the re-opening of the parks is national and international news.
Help promote our venue as a historic and safe venue.
I am one! I'll be interested to see the other comments :)
I know it is tough having our snowbirds coming back, when will we feel good about people coming from out of state, maybe
it should be more state specific...
I think some of the bed tax money should be shifted to directly benefit tourism businesses that will be hit hard by this.
I think the emphasis needs to be protecting at risk individuals by keeping them home. Everyone else needs to get back to
living. The longer this drags on, the more anxious people will become and the slower they will be to venture out on trips.
I would hope so.
If the funds were available we could actually help the local business by running ads and holding mini events where the
community gets out to shop. So far, we have not received the funding help needed to do this.
Impossible to say. Not enough information to make any kind of predictions right now. In normal times, these organizations
do a very good job of promoting our area. We're Glacier Country! Also, too good, actually, because Glacier National Park
cannot sustain the level of visitors it has received in the past - over a million people in one month! On the other hand, the
remote meeting / educational / personal contact technologies are skyrocketing and social media is very, very active. If they
are not already using them in new ways, the marketing organizations should be maximizing their advantages, and helping
our tourism businesses to this leverage this type of support.
Keep providing information about what is available statewide and regionally. Keep public aware of what's open and under
what rules.
Make the COVID-19 go away...
Market to the audience that can come.
N/A at this time. Communication thru the MT Department of Commerce and the SE MT Tourism group has been great.
N/A
N/A
No comment.
Not sure how they can help with dwindling bed tax revenues. More importantly, we cannot promote our way out of this
trouble.
Not sure until the quarantine is lifted.
Offering financial stability and changing how the bed tax is used. Offering financial relief to 501(c)6.
Oh gosh. I wish I knew. I’m glad I don’t have to make the decisions. I just know my retailers and myself need a summer
season or we are done.
Please lobby for COVID testing supplies. If we could test guests "at the border"... we could confidently host them... and the
tourism business could get back on its feet.
Positive attitude.
Promote travel within the state to Montana residents only this year. "Visit Your Montana" campaign.
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Shift marketing by helping get residents moving now and keep national efforts to keep Montana top of mind for future
travel.
Start advertising we are open - oh right we can't! Cause our governor is not a leader and is more worried about his senate
election.
Tell travelers that it’s not a good time to visit MT this year. Stay home. Stay safe.
The out of state self-quarantine requirement will have to be lifted. Target Montana residents.
They are struggling too. People are not going to travel for quite some time.
They can secure outside funds and market in state.

They need a large amount of capital to provide loans or grants to the industries they see as necessary for tourism in their
area.
We all know leisure will rebound first and naturally but keep focused on bringing back meetings, retreats and group tours.
Those are the largest bang for our marketing bucks.
We are here for our local communities and we need the state to help us come up with ideas, regional joint ventures, etc.
We are the local tourism marketing organization - it will take a miracle to increase bed tax at a time when we need it the
most to get tourism restarted and encourage people to visit our state. We anticipate a drop-in collections of bed tax by 1/2
to 3/4 of what we normally get. We are looking at every innovative way to utilize the funds we do get and affordable media
pushes to help the hospitality industry the best that we possibly can.
We need clarity on when the out of state quarantine will be lifted
While I would enjoy having a tourist season that is at least 50% of last year I would prefer nothing over having to shut down
again because of opening to travelers too early and before adequate testing is in place and national infection numbers are
improving.
With targeted marketing, social channels and their knowledge.
Work together to come up with plans and projects for groups looking to travel when they can.

Please add any additional comments about the tourism and recreation industry as it relates
to your business and COVID-19 that you would like to share.
As soon as possible remove the 14-day quarantine.
Be well. Be Safe. Stay at Home. Wear Masks. Wash your hands. Help and support your family, friends, neighbors and fellow
businesses as much as you can. Stay positive - we WILL get through this. Normal will not be normal ever again, but it can be
bright, exciting and fulfilling. All good blessings.
Businesses are really going to continue to suffer and it will be a long slow recovery.
Children not in school, cheap gas, people will travel.
Don’t know how many of the businesses and employees in our gateway towns are going to survive this season. The timing of
COVID and the necessary closures have come at the worst possible time for Montana’s tourism economy. It’s been
catastrophic for our usual preseason reservations. Hoping we can salvage something late summer and fall, but there are an
awful lot of variables that would have to turn out for the best. I sure hope things turn out better than I think they will.
Thanks for taking the time to check in with us with your survey.
Focus on tourism values, those are the real Montana values. The recreation industry presently has way too much influence
on policy decisions on public lands uses.
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I believe we will get the outdoors vacationers. Fishing, camping, etc. I've already seen a lot of out of town and even nonresidents. This will help the businesses thrive which is good, but most that are camping will not help the bed tax revenue.
Primitive camping and COE don't charge bed tax.

I don't see this recovering until there is a vaccine. We are going to suffer huge revenue losses which translates to loss of bed
tax and resort tax.
I think if we could get the national parks open, they would offer a refuge to people who want to fly and drive to areas that
are less populated and have open spaces. This would be great for our economy in Montana.
Let us hope for speedy recovery once tourism resumes in the hopefully not too distant future and that many pf the great
businesses that lean in this direction are still there when it does.
Lets promote within our county and state for increased intrastate business.
Montana without tourism is going to go bankrupt!
N/A
N/A
N/A
None.
Possibly marketing and informing guests we are slowly reopening but with social distancing, masks, sanitizer as a way of life
now. Leave no trace behind, especially Covid!
The bed tax received for the CVB gives the Chamber 20% of the amount received to utilize for administration - this will
impact our chamber budget by $25-30K. We are hopeful that the legislative session (2021 - first quarter) will help Helena
return to a higher level of occupancy earlier than other areas of the state.
Travelers have changed how they will travel and not travel to other areas but stay within their country or state.
Until we know when Phase II and Phase III of the reopening are going to begin, it's hard to make ANY plans for the future.
We love you and we will get through this.
We need the flights we had coming into our airports to come back. If people can't get here that is a problem. They will only
drive so far and we live in a large state that takes so much time to drive through.
We need to be mindful to open up, with guidelines...from what I have seen this week, the guidelines are being followed...
We rent out U-hauls and the business reduce by 40 %.
we teach classes for colleges and universities. Our business will depend on how they open up field programs.
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